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Crime group accuses U. police of violations 
By Ben Schatl 
SUFI   NRIKR 
The University is facing allega- 
tions by Security On Campus Inc. 
that campus crimes have not 
been reported accurately, as 
required by federal law. 
"We have reviewed BG's statis- 
tics taken from the uniform crime 
report and we have disclosed that 
they aren't including incidents 
known to housing officials," said 
S. Daniel Carter, vice-president of 
Security on Campus, Inc. 
SOC originally started review- 
ing the University when they 
noticed that hate crimes occuring 
Hillel 
makes 
ready for 
Chanukah 
SifftWWDITOR 
On Sunday evening, the 
University's lewish organization, 
Hillel, will be holding it's annual 
Chanukah celebration. 
The purpose of the celebration 
is to have a good time, while cele- 
brating the lewish culture, said 
Solomon Davidoff, director of 
Hillel. 
"We want to have a big party. 
Like any other student group, 
we're interested in the social 
aspect, so we're throwing a party, 
not just for Hillel, but for the 
entire campus," he said. 
Michael Cooper, president of 
Hillel, said he's hoping this year's 
Chanukah celebration will raise 
awareness in the community and 
get support from non-Jewish stu- 
dents who are interested in leam- 
ingmore. 
The event will include music, 
Sami's, prizes and bursarable raf- 
e tickets. The grand prize for the 
evening will be a solid gold coin. 
"It's a party; we're going to be 
singing, people will be playing 
games, a mock-candle lighting to 
show what it's like to light the can- 
dle," Solomon said. 
Theire will also be a dreidel 
tournament, in which prizes may 
be won. A dreidel is a top-like 
object that is spun and a person 
wins a prize according to what 
side it lands on, once it is spun. 
According to Solomon, 
Chanukkah is not the most 
important holiday in the Jewish 
tradition, but is good to have dur- 
ing this holiday season. 
"It is good for when people get 
tired of seeing Christmas stuff 
everywhere," he said. 
Solomon said that if last year 
was any indication, this year's 
event should be very successful. 
"Last year, 60-70 students 
showed up. We played music, we 
danced, it was just a big blow- 
out," he said. 
All people are encouraged to 
attencf the event, which will take 
place at 6 p.m., in the off-campus 
student center. 
"We're just looking to have it as 
a fun time," Solomon said. 
on campus were not being speci- 
fied according to bias, as required 
by law. 
The group wrote to the 
University on this matter and 
were contacted by a concerned 
student 10 days later. Brian Small, 
a sophomore psychology major 
was concerned that crimes he 
had heard of were not being 
reported in the statistics. 
"I don't believe the campus 
crime reports are accurate," said 
Small. Small had heard of specif- 
ic instances of rape and arson 
which were not disclosed in the 
report. 
After a review of the University's 
security disclosures, SOC filed a 
complaint with the Department 
of Education asking them to 
investigate the accusations. 
The Department of Education 
has not stated whether or not they 
will be investigating the com- 
plaint. An investigation would 
not occur for several weeks, how- 
ever. 
The DOE could enact a pro- 
gram review, interviewing school 
officials and reviewing com- 
plaints and school policies. If the 
University is found at fault, the 
DOE can issue a S25.000 fine for 
each violation. 
SOC said the University was 
aware of their concerns a month 
ago. 
"We have contacted the head of 
security and president and they 
never got back to us," Carter said. 
Kimberly McBroom, Director 
of Marketing and 
Telecommunications has been 
handling the matter for the 
University, but she was unavail- 
able for comment. 
Small said he had, "talked to 
residence life and they said they 
do not have to report crimes to 
the police department." 
Carter said, "We have no reason 
to believe that they Icampus 
police and residence life] are 
working together." 
Small is considering filing a 
complaint with the Office of the 
Inspector General of Ohio who 
could conduct their own investi- 
gation. 
"If the University just puts in 
writing that they have made some 
mistakes, I'd be willing to hold off 
on that complaint," Small said. 
"Students need this informa- 
tion to make informed decisions. 
If the University is holding this 
back, they are putting students at 
risk," Carter said. 
SOC is a national non-profit 
organization based in 
Pennsylvania created to improve 
campus safety and provide ser- 
vices to victims of campus vio- 
lence. 
SOC was established in 1987 
after the federal leanne Clery Act 
was established. The Jeanne 
Clery Act requires that all college 
campuses in the country accu- 
rately report campus crimes to 
the public. 
INSIDE  THE  MIND  OF A 
TATTOOIST 
Last in a weekly feature 
By Kimberly Dupps 
cur EDITOR 
He washed his hands and slid 
on latex medical gloves. You 
could hear the rubber of the 
gloves snap against his watch. 
Methodically, he placed six 
paper cups into a black stand. It 
tilted back slightly, keeping the 
cups shy of horizontal. 
A paint marker popped into 
my head as he shook the condi- 
ment-like bottle. The black liq- 
uid shot into one of the cups. It 
didn't seem like enough to do a 
small section, much less an 
enure piece. 
The entire piece was a tattoo; a 
band that would go completely 
acround a man's arm and I was 
going to see it from start to finish. 
However, for Billy Laing, a tat- 
too artist, seeing a tattoo come to 
life was nothing new for him. He 
has 40 of his own and has been 
putting them on people for 14 
years. 
The piece to be done lay on 
the counter waiting to be 
mounted on the suspecting arm. 
He separated what seemed to be 
a carbon copy and placed the 
band on the consenting 
appendage. 
The purple design glistened 
on the skin. You could see the ink 
smears where the design had 
run together or the plastic slight- 
ly jiggled upon removal. 
A permanent marker was 
quickly removed from a box and 
he easily fixed the irregular spots 
on the design. 
The spots would soon be filled 
with ink, though. The arm 
seemed anxious as Billy 
removed the needle, which 
reminded me of the ones my 
mom used for cooking a roast. 
He loosened the gun, slid the 
needle in, tightened the gauge 
and snapped a rubber band 
back that seemed to hold every- 
thing in place. 
For Billy, though, things never 
seemed to have a place. He 
describes himself as a former 
gypsy. He has moved to places all 
over the world, living in China, 
lapan, New Zealand and across 
Europe. 
"I have a job that enables me 
to move anywhere," he said. "I 
am getting ready to settle down 
now. I have a son." 
He rotated the knobs on the 
machine and kicked the foot 
pedal out and made sure that it 
was positioned right. 
With a flip of the switch, the 
sound of filling teeth filled the 
room and he quickly dipped the 
needle into the black ink. 
1 folding the skin taut, he began 
to trace the outline of the purple 
ink. 
He seemed to do it so easily, 
being able to draw a straight line 
on the tightened muscle of a 
man's arm. 
However, it is something that 
Billy should be able to do. He 
went to WinWord Community 
College and has a bachelor's 
degree in fine arts. 
"Tattooing is like drawing with 
an electric pen." 
Soon the outline was done 
TATTOOIST. PAGE 2 
Campus' 4th Kwanzaa party 
promises education, unity 
By Shannon E. Kolkedy 
STAFF WRIICR 
The holiday season doesn't just 
mean singing Christmas carols, 
hanging stockings and hearing 
stories of old Si Nick. In its purest 
form, the holiday season is for 
honoring traditions and spend- 
■ ing quality time with family and 
friends. 
In 1966, Dr. Maulana Karenga 
created Kwanzaa, an African 
American holiday to recognize 
the seven principles of African 
culture that contribute to build- 
ing and reinforcing family, 
friends and culture. 
On Friday Dec. 7, the Center 
for Multicultural & Academic 
Initiatives will host its fourth 
annual Celebration of African 
Culture. This campus celebration 
of Kwanzaa will be held at 6 p.m. 
in Perry Field House; doors will 
open at 5 p.m. The Center will 
combine the seven-day celebra- 
tion of Kwanzaa into one large 
single evening celebration. 
According to Sheila Brown, 
cooridinator of Kwanzaa, many 
students on campus are unaware 
of the concept behind the hob- 
day. 
Brown said, "We have a lot of 
students here, African American 
and otherwise, who have heard 
of it (Kwanzaa), but have never 
KWANZAA, PAGE 2 
U. Sound Archives sponsors music sale 
By Laura Neidert 
STAFF WHITSIt 
The University's Sound 
Recordings Archives and 
Popular Culture Library will 
host a Music Sale on Friday, Dec. 
8, and Saturday, Dec. 9. 
Most records will be priced nil 
fifty cents, the 45's available will 
cost 10 cents, and there will be a 
selection of 78's. In addition to 
that, there will be a priced sec- 
tion of material that will include 
such things as CD's. Books, 
comic books, and magazines 
will also be available for sale. 
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VINYL SIDING: Popular Culture instructor Matt Donahue poses with 
RECORDS. PAGE 2   one of his art cars, covered in recotds he bought at the music sale 
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Tattoo artist's background an influence 
TATTOIST. FROM PAGE 1 
and you could begin to see the 
arm become irritated. There was 
an outline of the black ink that 
was growing red and swollen. 
After a five minute break, he 
colored the tribal band in. Billy 
instructed the man to put his 
hands behind his head and grasp 
the rest of the chair, as if he were 
going to be searched. Billy then 
dipped the needle into the ink 
once again and began to fill in the 
lines. You could see the muscles 
arm tighten and the man's teeth 
begin to clench. 
It didn't seem to make much 
time for Billy to color the under- 
side of the arm. It did take him 
time to discover his career path. 
Billy the Kid, as he is known by 
many, did not begin his career 
doing tattoos. In fact, he was an 
artist. It wasn't until his first tattoo 
that he began to become inter- 
ested in the profession. 
"I got my first tattoo 15 years 
ago," Billy said. "I started hanging 
out at the place I got it done and a 
year later I got an apprentice- 
ship." 
A tattoo apprenticeship usually 
lasts a year and a half and at the 
end the new artist must give him- 
self a tattoo. 
"I did the Indian chief on my 
forearm," he said. "It took eight 
and a half hours to do." 
However, the tattoo he did was 
not perfect. 
"I always looked at it like some- 
thing was missing. Then six years 
ago, another tattoo artist pointed 
out that he didn't have any eye- 
brows. It was what was missing 
the whole time." 
Billy corrected the situation 
and the Chief now has eyebrows. 
"Most of my tattoos are Indian 
inspired," he said. "It's my her- 
itage." 
Billy is three-quarters 
Cherokee and one-quarter 
Serrano. His mother was full- 
blooded Cherokee and his grand- 
father was the chief of his tribe. 
His grandfather's status, 
though, was the reaaon Billy did 
not grow up on a reservation. 
"My grandfather was the chief 
of the nation at the time my 
mother got pregnant," he said, as 
began his story. "My mother was 
full-blooded Cherokee and 
fooled around with someone 
who wasn't fool-blooded 
Cherokee. This was an embar- 
rassment to the family and I was 
put up for adoption." 
Billy grew up on the Hawiian 
island of Oahu with a mother that 
was half Mexican and a European 
father. 
He went nearly his entire life 
without knowing his biological 
father. It was "two Father's Days 
ago" when Billy finally met his 
biological father. 
Billy's father took 15 years to 
find him, but Billy attributes it to 
his moving around, as well as the 
way the tribe covered the situa- 
tion up. 
The holes in the tattoo were 
nearly covered two hours later. 
The room was beginning to feel 
antsy as everyone awaited the 
tattoo to be finished. 
Billy's life as a Native American 
Sara urpw BG News 
DECKED OUT: Billy The Kid 
sports a tattoo - one of his 40. 
was not finished when he was 
put up for adoption. He is now in 
the process of reentering the tribe 
he was adopted out of. 
Soon, he will be reinitiated as a 
man of the Cherokee tribe. 
Archivists host their annual music sale 
RECORDS, FROM PAGE 1 
Historically, the sale has been 
well attended. According to Bill 
Schurk, Sound Recordings 
Archivist, the sale started some- 
time in the mid-1980s, and it 
receives a strong response from 
the community and serious 
record collectors. Last year, atten- 
dance was particularly high due 
to the number of CD's, which is 
not the case this year. 
The Sound Recordings 
Archives put together the materi- 
al being sold through donations 
to the collection. They receive 
those donations through private 
citizens, radio stations and even 
small record labels. 
Once received, employees go 
through the collection to see if 
there are duplicates already there, 
and if there are, it goes into a pile 
for the sale. Then, the employees 
of the archives sort through the 
pile and get everything together 
for the sale. 
"The sorting has been taking 
place for the past month, as well 
as planning for other aspects of 
the sale for an even longer time" 
said Schurk. 
"One can End a lot of vinyls that 
are hard to come by. They can be 
helpful to a lot of DJs for their 
mixes and such. There's a wide 
variety of other types of music 
available too, such as jazz, rock, 
spoken word, R&B and classical" 
said Matt Donahue, pop culture 
instructor. 
Donahue has taken some of 
the items that he has bought at 
the Record Sale and applied them 
beyond music. He works on art 
cars, which are typically old cars 
that have been redone by an 
artist, with some LP's that he's 
purchased at the Record Sale. 
Schurk is concerned about how 
they will dispose of the extra 
Grad students 
host Jamboree 
By AmyJoL Brawn 
STAFF wmuit 
Around 100 tickets have been 
sold for the first Graduate Student 
Jamboree. 
Because graduate students are 
often too busy to spend much 
time going out or socializing the 
Jamboree was established to cele- 
brate the end of the work... at least 
for a semester. 
While undergraduates are most 
concerned with their classes and 
extra-curricular activities, gradu- 
ate students often teach three or 
four courses or do an assistant- 
ship with a department on cam- 
pus or work on research. Some are 
also hall directors or resident advi- 
sors. All in addition to their class- 
es. 
"The coursework for graduate 
students is a lot more," said Steven 
Dietrich, president of the 
Graduate Student Senate. The 
Jamboree will, hopefully, make it 
all worth the work. "We want 
them to walk away with a really 
good feeling." 
Tickets were sold for $10 this 
week for the Saturday evening 
event. 
"We've had a lot of interest," 
said Claudia Barber, program co- 
ordinator, who presented the idea 
for the Jamboree last year. This is 
the first big event to oe co-ordi- 
nated for graduate students and 
their families. 
And for this being the first year 
for the event, Dietrich isn't too dis- 
appointed in the turn out 
"Obviously we would have 
loved for it to sell-out," he said. 
"But for the first time, 100 people 
is a good amount." 
There are about 2,000 graduate 
students on campus. 
Barber's committee has been in 
charge of most of the preparations 
for the Jamboree, which will be 
held at Kaufman's At the Lodge 
and will require semi-formal 
wear. 
"I thought it would be nice to 
dress up and go somewhere," 
Barber said. "This will serve as a 
Christmas party as well as a func- 
tion." 
A buffet dinner will be served 
with choices from two entrees, 
vegetables, drinks and deserts. A 
cash-bar will open at 5:30 p.m. 
After dinner, the dean of the 
Graduate College, Steven Ballard, 
will present a keynote speech and 
awards will be handed out to stu- 
dents. 
A disk jockey will then start the 
music for the dancing 
"It's the last opportunity to go 
out and socialize with other grad- 
uate students," Dietrich said. 
records after the sale is done 
though. In past years, Goodwill or 
the Salvation Army has come to 
get them, and then they sell them 
in their thrift shops. However this 
year they declined to do so. 
Those organizations felt that 
the recordings were not selling 
well in their stores. 
The sale will take place in the 
first floor Pallister Conference 
Room, from 2-6 p.m. on Friday, 
and 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m. on 
Saturday. Checks and cash only 
will be accepted, and sales tax 
does apply. It is free to enter the 
Record Sale and browse also. 
Campus Kwanzaa celebration aims for student education 
Kwanzaa, FROM PAGE 1 
taken the time to really learn what 
it's all about." 
The center hopes that the 
Kwanzaa event will give students, 
faculty and the Bowling Green 
community a chance to unite and 
learn about a new culture. 
The campus celebration 
includes a soul food buffet and a 
wide array of entertainment," said 
Brown, who is also the assistant 
director for Multicultural and 
Academic Initiatives. "We are 
going to educate the BGSU com- 
munity and entertain them." 
This event will feature the 
Andre Milkins play entitled "It 
Takes a Whole Village." Milkins 
based this paly on the ancient 
African proverb, "It takes a whole 
village to raise a child." The play 
will include interaction from stu- 
dents and faculty as well. 
Brown also said that children 
play an important role in the 
Kwanzaa holiday because they 
represent the future. Because of 
this importance, all children in 
attendence will be given some 
sort of educational gift. 
A performance by the the 
BGSU Africana Dance Troupe will 
also be featured entertainment at 
Kwanzaa 
Co-sponsors of Kwanzaa 
include the Office of the Vice 
President for Student 
Involvement, the Smart Program, 
the Office of Student Life, the 
Black Student Union, Ethnic 
Cultural Arts Program, NAACR 
the National Panhellenic Council 
and the African American 
Graduate Student Association. 
According to Laura Turner of 
the BSU, "Kwanzaa is important 
because it educates the commu- 
nity about our culture and one of 
our holidays." 
Representatives from the 
Center for Multicultural & 
Academic Initiatives said they are 
very pleased with ticket sales. 
They are expecting over 500 peo- 
ple to be in attendence. 
Attention:  FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS 
THE 2001-2002 FAFSA's and 
SCHOLARSHIP GUIDES are 
NOW AVAILABLE!! 
Visit the Student Financial Aid Office, 231 Administration Bldg. today to pick- 
up your copy of the 2001-2002 Scholarship Guide and Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for next summer, fall and spring semesters. 
If you are a continuing student, the 2001-2002 Renewal Free Application For 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and Personal Identification Numbers (PIN's) used 
for electronic filing will be mailed between 11/22/00 - 12/31/00 by the federal 
processor to continuing students who filed a 2000-2001 FAFSA. If you do not 
receive a Renewal FAFSA, we invite you to pick up an original FAFSA at our 
office or take advantage of filing electronically by selecting one of the electronic 
options described below. We recommend that you complete the FAFSA applica- 
tion process by the end of February, 2001. 
2001-2002 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) filing options 
include: 
• File a 2001-2002 paper FAFSA or Renewal FAFSA after January 1. 2001; 
• File your FAFSA on the web as early as January 2, 2001 at http://www.ed.gov. 
You need a PIN to use this option, request one now at http://www.pin.ed.gov 
Don't wait to file!  SFA awards financial aid on a firsr applied-first awarded 
basis. Delays in receiving your application and requested documentation will 
cause delays in disbursing your financial aid. Fall 2001 bills will be due on July 
30. 2001 and spring 2002 bills will be due on December 1, 2001. To insure that 
your aid is finalized by these dates, SFA must have a complete FAFSA and all 
requested documents at least four weeks prior to the date bills are due. So, 
please plan ahead! 
2001 SUMMER SESSIONS:  Students interested in financial aid for the 2001 
summer sessions must complete a Summer Application in addition to the 2001- 
2002 FAFSA. Summer Applications will be available from SFA after April 1, 
2001. 
We invite you to contact SFA for additional information at: 
Student Financial Aid 
231 Administration Building 
Phone: (419)372-2651 
FAX: (419)372-0404 
Email: sfa@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Web: http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sfa/ 
Office Hours:  Monday through Friday, 8 am to 5 pm 
LOOKING FOR TH^WT 
HOLIDAY GIFT? 
PUYSTAT10N2?-TOniTl! 
2001KtYYa^K)0K-0MTaY 
10 Years from now, your playstation 
is a 50 cent buy at a garage sale. 
The Key is the gift that keeps 
on giving.  Capture your college 
days forever with this year's 
yearbook!  Capture the yearbook 
at it's early order discount price 
before January 1/2001. 
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I      I i will take a yearbook for $32.95. □ I will pick up the book next fall at BGSU. I will take a yearbook, but I will not be in BG fall of 2001 when the yearbook comes out. I prefer to pay $32.95 plus $4.75 for postage 
and send the year book to : 
Name:. 
□ Please Charge my 
Bursar Account 
□ Check enclosed (make payable to 
BG NEWS 
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Jane and Spot find a new 
way to get to campus. 
www.bgnews.com/page3     ^^k B 
Fertile or stupid? m 
Got a problem? Yo, HI solve it 
KEVIN 
AEH 
Problem Solver 
Believe il or not, this is actually 
a Page 3 column (hal is no! about 
sex or the Bowling Green bar 
scene. 
We have bigger things to worry 
about other lhan what kind of 
siereotype to hook up with at 
Tuxes. 
The bigger problem being, of 
course, parking. 
I know what you might be 
thinking. "How many columns 
can The BGNews run about the 
parking situation?". 
If you weren't thinking that, 
maybe you were wondering why a 
guy is writing on Page 3, since it 
seems to have been taken over by 
girls lately. 
And if you weren't thinking 
that, well, that doesn't matter I'm 
not here to read minds. (Although 
it would be really cool.) I'm here- 
to offer up a solution to the park- 
ing problem. 
The biggest parking problem is 
when you have five minutes until 
your class starts and you still 
haven't found a spot It's the worst. 
After 10 minutes of driving 
around the lots. I know I am ready 
to just drive up to Olscamp, or 
whatever building my class hap- 
pens to be in. park in front of it 
and just leave my blinkers on. 
I tried that, and the parking guy 
caught on to me real fast. 
My parents weren't very happy 
with me either when they got my 
bursar bill. Let's just say that my 
parking tickets cost more than my 
books this semester, and last 
semester, combined. 
One of the most frustrating lots 
to try to park in is the one right 
behind the health center. 
That lot is really annoying. 
Once you do get a spot, walking 
back to your car can be just as 
Irustrating. 
There are other people driving 
'around that get so desperate to 
park that they actually turn into 
stalkers. 
I've even done it myself. You 
drive to where that little sidewalk 
ends and follow someone walking 
back to their car. 
I've only done it once or twice 
because I just don't like being a 
stalker. 
I'm also not a fan of being 
stalked. 
I hate il when I walk to my car 
and there is a car right behind me 
going two miles an hour following 
and anticipating my every move. 
It's creepy. 
Of course I'm not helping much 
when I do the old parking lot fake 
out by zigzagging through the cars 
and going up to cars that aren't 
mine and pretending to unlock the 
door only 10 keep on walking. 
The parking lot fake out is a 
good way to piss people off and 
make them want to run you over. 
I'll admit it. that's almost as bad 
as the stalking in the first place 
That's why these parking lot 
mind games have to stop. 
We can all get along and get a 
good parking spot at the same 
time. Here's the solution: 
If you're looking for a spot in a 
lot, drive up to where that little 
sidewalk ends and wait for some- 
one to walk back to their car from 
class. 
Instead of following them to 
their car, invite them in and drive 
them 10 the spot. 
They get a free ride to their car 
and you get their spot. 
I know during this time of year 
when the wind blows and it's so 
cold I think I might die, I'd rather 
ride in a strange car than walk a 
few feet to mine. 
It's the perfect combination. 
I think it's simple enough that 
we can actually pull it off. 
Starting Monday, give it a try. 
Take a stronger to their car. 
In typical Page 3 fashion, 
maybe I should point out that the 
small talk you make on the free 
ride could even lead to a date, a 
random hookup, or something. 
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59 Rot-resistant 
wood 
60 Exist 
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6 Urges! crty »n 
Alrca 
7 Pismires 
8 Cost to play 
9 Cram lor finals 
10 Sawbucks 
11 Talkie tunes 
12 Play tor a fool 
13 Stag parry 
attendees 
18 Dismounted 
21 Attention getter 
23 Larceny 
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33 Holdup 
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IT walk: pns 
36 Yule wood 
40 Reslmg atop 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade Pokemons for 
the answer to 1 Across? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and are 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key, still located on this 
very page. We think. 
41 Etfor 
46 Cherisnrjd 
48 Jackson or 
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49 Brahman 
50 Vilanous Uriah 
61 In good hoawi 
52 Book betas 
Nehecwn 
53 0oM 
b4 Decompose 
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56 Male cat 
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OHIO WEATHER 
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AccuWeather- forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures 
Tak, Gracias and most of all Thanks... 
KRISTALYN 
SHEFVELAND 
Lita lente 
When the end of December 
finally rolls around. I might be 
celebrating the completion of a 
semester from hell. I'll be glad 
10 sil back i'nd pretend that I'm 
not burned out on history and 
political theory. And I'll have a 
chance to remember why I get 
excited about the concept of 
Imperial Colonialism I'll proba- 
bly wreak havoc on Cleveland 
and pretend I have no responsi- 
bilities. I'll finish my graduate 
school applications, even though 
I have my heart set on one pro- 
gram, and throw my future to the 
wind. I'll have my sorority sister 
back from the college program 
down at Disney and a new room- 
mate. But most importantly, 
when that next semester creeps 
up. three of my best friends 
aren't going to be here. 
I didn't like F.rin when I met 
her. thought she was kinda flaky. 
1 mean the girl had Leonardo 
DiCaprio posters all over her 
room! Needless to say. I was less 
than enthusiastic to live with her 
my sophomore year in my soror- 
ity house's three-man room. She 
was giggles and girly-ness while 
I was sarcasm and deep reflec- 
tion. Night and day. I never once 
imagined we would form a fast 
friendship and solidarity against 
the hypocrisy surrounding our 
little abode There wasn't a night 
that we didn't spend hiding out 
in the Union or taking over the 
living room at 3 a.m. to watch 
"Aftcrhours" on MTV. We 
became the queens of prank calls 
and tortured the Kohl Hall boys 
at all hours of the day. Bill, my 
friend from high achool, became 
our savior of sorts, from the 
melodrama that oozed from the 
house we lived in. Erin was soon 
gallavanling off to Kent State 
wilh me to hang out with our 
Delta Chi friends there. 
Beneath the glossy surface of 
perfect makeup and poufed hair 
is a heart of gold and a genuine- 
ly unbiased friend. She would 
always accompany me on my 
mad capers to just happen to be 
where the boy I liked was and 
tolerated my idiotic schemes. 
And when lhat boy was around 
she made sure to listen carefully 
so that we could later decipher 
the true meaning behind. "Hey. 
what's up?" 
That boy turned about to be 
something beyond the cute guy 
in stats class. He became some- 
one I respect and adore, a man of 
great integrity and a total jerk 
when he feels like il. To make 
the description accurate, he is 
the one person that I both love 
and hate The one whose judge- 
ment of me could make or break 
my day. 
After a brief hiatus in our 
friendship, one that he feels is 
my fault and I know is his. we 
argued publicly for an entire 
night after a run-in at the bar. 
Circles were run. nothing was 
solved but we tolerated the sight 
of each other until we started to 
notice we saw one another 
everywhere. Then the person 1 
had vowed to ignore became the 
friend that I lost. Scan has been 
and will always be the only per- 
son who knows what's ticking 
behind my Cheshire cat smile. 
He's the guy that you know will 
be something huge and you'll be 
able to say. 1 knew him when he 
was a dirty little skateboarder 
falling over himself on Thurstin. 
I find it devastatingly amus- 
ing to hear people say they know 
me-- that they've got me pegged. 
Take a daguerreotype, paint a 
picture, misplaced comment or a 
rant in The BGNews. Smile and 
say hello, shake off the arro- 
gance of the day and I go home 
to remove the mask. Despite my 
numerous attempts to keep him 
out of my heart, he set up camp, 
threw up some roadblocks and 
refused to leave. Sean caters to 
no whim, no flight of emotion 
and he is never compromising. 
Now. enough of this sweetness. 
my sarcasm is choking... 
On to Amberlee, her entrance 
is pictorially documented, but I 
remember a different meeting 
aside from that initial Summer 
Slosh extravaganza. Mercer 
Manor, Fall of 99. Iwo girls 
(Heather and I) on a mission (out 
to a party). Enter Amber, a 
refugee from nasty roommates. 
She always called me blondie 
and I couldn't decide if I liked it 
or not till I moved in with her 
this summer. I was in a bad 
mood (big surprise) and wanted 
to smack someone, she ducked 
and made me laugh. Whereas 
others were contributing to my 
distress, she brought up unusual 
anecdotes to make my day. 
Which she and her boyfriend 
Ken (my track coach superstar) 
did everyday, between bouts of 
apartment soccer. 
In conclusion (as if this were 
one of the numerous papers I 
have due this week), I love my 
friends, even if I don't show it 
enough. There's more to life 
than five to seven page papers 
and hot-blooded debates. 
There's midnight Meijer runs. 
Frickin Chicken Cravings and 
Ann Arbor road trips. Watching 
"Half Baked" too many times 
and meeting every Tuesday for 
"Real World" viewings. In May, 
I'll be trekking down to 
Charleston and these three peo- 
ple have made that possible. 
Thanks for telling me I could do 
it and pushing me off that cliff. 
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BGSU Theatre Department 
Presents 
THE EMPEROR 
OF THE MOON 
December 1-2,9 at 8p.m. 
December 10 at 2p.m. 
Showing in the 
Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre 
Tickets: $10 
(S5 for chiIdren 12 and under) 
Group Rales Available. 
To reserve seats, 
call 372-2719 THEATRE 
J 
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CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST PROTESTERS 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Prosecutors dropped charges 
Thursday against 32 people arrested during last sum- 
mer's Republican National Convention after police 
railed to link the suspects to any crimes. Four state 
troopers infiltrated a warehouse that was a staging area 
for protests during the convention During a raid on 
Aug. 2, police arrested 75 people. 
www.bKnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
IT-WIRE EDITORIAL 
University should stop smoking 
MINNEAPOLIS —TheTVvin 
Qties Student Unions Board of 
Governors will have the upcom- 
ing opportunity to make the 
University of Minnesota a health- 
ier place. In mid-December, the 
board will be considering a rec- 
ommendation that will cease all 
tobacco sales at the University. 
The decision would halt the 
sale of tobacco products at the 
only two locations on campus 
still selling them, the West Bank 
Skyway Store and the St. Paul 
Student Center. The recommen- 
dation was drafted last Tuesday 
by the Tobacco. Alcohol and 
Other Drugs Committee. Even 
though the committee believes, 
and rightly so, that banning 
tobacco sales will not necessarily 
have a significant effect on stu- 
dent smoking habits, they unani- 
mously agreed to support it 
Twin Cities Student Unions 
associate director Denny Olsen 
acknowledged they net about 
$30,000 annually from tobacco 
sales and another $30,000 from 
other items bought while buying 
tobacco products. The board's 
president, recognizes that if the 
ban is passed, the $60,000 in lost 
revenue must come from anoth- 
er source. Patrick relates the 
YOU DECIDE 
What do you think about U 
of Ms position on tobacco 
products? Let us know at 
bgnews@hstproc.bgsu.edu 
board has already begun discus- 
sions about tobacco sales and 
expects the issue to be discussed 
at length, looking at both sides 
after they receive the formal rec- 
ommendation from the 
Tobacco, Alcohol and Other 
Drug Committee. 
The ban may not do much to 
prevent smoking on campus, 
but it displays a worthy position 
on the part of the University. 
The University does not need 
to endorse tobacco use. It does 
not promote its use through 
advertisement, tobacco products 
are kept behind the counter and 
customers are carded. 
By profiting from its sale, the 
University is not taking a strong 
stand against tobacco and 
appears to be putting profits 
above the health of University 
students. 
As a home for a Research 
Center, it seems contradictory 
that the University would be cre- 
ating its own lung and throat 
cancer research subjects. As a 
leader in cancer research, the 
University should acknowledge 
the harmful effects of tobacco 
use and should not promote it 
on campus. 
Also, the University may not be 
making an overall profit from 
tobacco sales. Despite the 
$60,000 that student unions 
make, health insurance that the 
University provides, and the ser- 
vices provided by Boynton could 
mean the University is paying a 
high amount to treat tobacco- 
related illnesses. The University 
should take a more preventative 
role in the health of their stu- 
dents. The administration took 
the first step in 1992 when it 
banned smoking in campuus 
buildings. 
It is now time for them to take 
the next logical step and stop 
selling tobacco products. 
LETTERS TD THE EDITOR     PEOPLE  Election tricky call 
Football season 
remembered, 
lights needed 
Now that BG's football season 
has come to an end and the 
coaching position has been filled. 
1 look back. 
I look back at those Saturdays 
where I sat on the visitor side of 
the stadium, right beside the 
opposing teams crowd, because 
that's where the band has been 
placed. Kind of weird how a 
home teams marching band is 
seated right next to an opposing 
team's crowd. I thought the band 
was supposed to sit with their 
crowd — maybe things have 
changed. 
Anyway, I remember the 
weather of those games and also 
remember the empty seats. We 
have a pretty good size stadium 
we also have a pretty sad crowd. 
Most of the games are during 
the day on a Saturday. For many 
college students, Saturday after- 
noons are getting out of bed 
times because they had classes 
all week, a party on I'riday and 
just want to sleep in on 
Saturday. 
Why are there little or no 
night games? The night game 
against The University of Toledo 
rocked last year and the night 
game against Eastern Michigan 
this year was awesome. There is 
a certain feeling you get from a 
night game than a day game. 
Why do we not have night 
games? They rented the lights 
and trucked them in for our 
night games. How come they 
have not purchased any lights? 
Maybe I am missing something 
but it seems to make sense, at 
least to me, that if we purchased 
lights, had night games, then we 
could fill more seats and have 
more supporters come to the 
game. Have to spend money to 
make money. Go band! 
left Amspoker 
|amspo@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
SUBMISSION POLICY 
The BG News gladly prints letters 
to the Editor and Guest Columns. 
Letters should be less than 300 
words and Guest Columns can be 
500 to 700 words. Name, phone 
number and address should be 
included for verification. All sub- 
missions may be edited for length 
and clarity. Personal attacks and 
anonymous submissions will not 
be printed. Send submissions to 
210 West Hall or arnettj@bg- 
net.bgsu.edu with subject line 
"letter to the editor" or "guest col- 
umn." 
Florida ignores race issue 
With all the election chaos con- 
cerning hanging and pregnant 
chads, undervotes and manual 
counts, there are a few crucial 
court cases and allegations that 
have received little media atten- 
tion. 
One case was filed with the 
Justice Department by the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People. 
The NAACP alleged that some 
blacks were discouraged by unfair 
demands for identification, long 
lines and voter intimidation. 
I'm not saying this happened. 
What troubles me about this and 
other cases involving allegations 
of a racially motivated crime with 
regard to the workings of our 
political system is that they are 
often ignored. 
In the press these crimes are 
reported when they first occur, 
then they're either not followed 
up on given little attention. On the 
political talk shows on CNN, 
MSNBC and Fox. conservative 
panelists accuse Democrats of 
using racially motivated issues as 
political tactics. 
An hour after the NAACP case 
broke, there were congressmen 
and columnists on TV denying 
these claims. How could they 
know it was false so quickly after 
the case was filed? 
When prominent leaders in the 
black community like lesse 
lackson and NAACP President 
Kweisi Mfume speak out on these 
issues they are labeled as "tools of 
LETEEF 
STREET 
U-Wire columnist 
the Democratic Party" and their 
claims are undermined without 
consideration. 
People are so confident that 
racially based injustices don't still 
occur in our society that they 
would ignore allegations of this in 
something as important as the 
presidential race. Considering the 
history our nation has in terms of 
discrimination, these assump- 
tions are dangerous. 
The nation has used poll taxes, 
literacy tests and grandfather 
clauses to deny people the right to 
vote. In the past, white suprema- 
cist groups like the Ku Klux Klan 
practiced scare tactics and voter 
intimidation occurred at the poll. 
It is a testament to our progress 
that we have eliminated discrimi- 
natory practices. But when we 
hear allegations of discrimination 
in our system we must look at the 
system, because if we ignore it, we 
may find ourselves back where we 
were at the beginning of last cen- 
tury. 
The Washington Post revealed 
that in black communities in 
Florida more votes were lost than 
in other areas because of outdat- 
ed voting machines and confu- 
sion about ballots. 
As many as one in three ballots 
in black sections of Jacksonville 
did not count in the presidential 
race. This figure is four times as 
many as in white precincts else- 
where in mostly Republican 
Duval county. In Miami-Dadc 
precincts in which fewer than 30 
percent of the voters are black, 
about 3 percent of ballots did not 
register a vote for president. In 
precincts where more than 70 
percent of voters are black, it was 
nearly 10 percent. 
Discriminatory practices still 
exist. It is common practice for 
universities to deny financial aid 
to people with drug convictions. 
Studies show blacks are convicted 
of drug charges at a much higher 
rate than other races, so they are 
denied financial aid at a higher 
rate. 
Those previously incarcerated 
are often denied the vote. As 
blacks are convicted of drug 
charges at a disproportionate rate, 
they are incarcerated and denied 
the vote at a disproportionate 
rate. 
These laws deny people 
rights. As an American who has 
studied history and learned about 
the inequalities that many of our 
ancestors have suffered, I am 
proud of our progress. However, I 
find the attitude that discrimina- 
tory practices do not occur any- 
more disturbing. Even more dis- 
turbing is the idea that many can't 
even consider the possibility that 
they do still exist. 
Leleef Street writes for the 
Diamond Back at the University of 
Maryland. 
ON THE STREET 
What is your favorite 
holiday food and 
why? 
AT ISSUE In Elvis, physics and the 2000 elections, 
judgments are either subjective or plain difficult. 
BECKY OSWALD 
FRESHMAN 
UNDECIDED 
"Stuffing, because it's 
the only thing I can 
make Stove Top-style." 
I SIMPSON 
FRESHMAN 
UNDECIDED 
"Mashed potatoes 
because you can make 
sculptures out of them 
when you get bored." 
ANGIE HUEY 
JUNIOR 
FILMSTUDES 
"Green apple candy 
canes. They taste good 
and make good deco- 
rations." 
ALISON RAHL 
JUNIOR 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
"Sugar cookies, 
because I love to eat 
homemade cookies." 
AMES, Iowa — My dad only 
saw Elvis Presley perform once, 
when "The King" was on one of 
his last tours. 
Growing up in Malaysia, my 
dad heard all of Elvis' hits on the 
radio and saw plenty of his 
movies. 
When my dad came to the 
United States to attend college, I 
suppose it was only natural for 
him to want to see the rock 'n' roll 
icon that he had heard so much 
about. It might even be safe to 
say that Elvis was sort of a sym- 
bol of America — young, rebel- 
lious, sexy. 
Unfortunately, the tour where 
my dad saw Elvis took place 
around 1973, and the King was a 
changed man. My dad recalls 
seeing "some fat guy in sequins" 
waddling around on stage with 
little regard for tempo or pitch. 
He also seemed to be on some 
kind of drug. My mom got 
dragged along to the concert with 
my dad and was reportedly mys- 
tified as to why such a legend was 
built around him. 
I am too young to have experi- 
enced this, yet 1 cannot help but 
feel a similar disappointment 
whenever I think about the state 
of our presidential election. 
I stayed awake most of election 
night and neglected studying for 
a biochemistry test to watch the 
results come in, and by no stretch 
of the imagination was it worth it. 
The election process is always 
surrounded by noble rhetoric: 
The will of the people, the man- 
date to govern, the rule of the 
majority. These concepts are not 
meaningful in the present case. 
Most coverage of Florida lately 
has been about the multitude of 
court battles, lawsuits and 
recounts. This kind of coverage 
misses the big picture: We are 
witnessing the breakdown of 
democracy. Perhaps an analogy 
is in order. 
In physics, there is the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 
which describes the limitations 
of classical physics. It states that 
when dealing with small parti- 
cles, precise measurements are 
impossible to make. Electrons, 
for example, are so small and 
move so fast that they are affect- 
ed by light photons. To observe a 
moving particle, you have to be 
able to "see" it, to measure the 
light reflected off it. 
With electrons, bouncing one 
photon off it to sure its position 
or velocity will alter what you are 
attempting to measure. 
So it is impossible to know 
where any electron is at any time 
or to know its velocity to any 
ELTON 
WONG 
U-Win columnist 
meaningful degree of accuracy. 
The measurements are so small 
that you have to describe tile sit- 
uation in terms of probabilities 
instead of absolute values. 
In Florida democracy is being 
put under comparably close 
scrutiny Bush's certified lead of 
537 votes is nothing. Especially 
when you consider machine 
errors, the charges of racial dis- 
crimination and the absentee 
vote factor. If these factors could 
be solved in a non-politicized 
way democracy would be fine. 
The real problem is more 
complicated. How are justices to 
decide whet her to allow hand        I 
recounts? How can we deal with 
the probability that black voters 
were deterred from voting 
through outright discrimination 
and intimidation? 
We cannot look to the 
Constitution to tell us. We cannot 
look to historical precedent to tell 
us. Those in power have to make 
it up as they go along. 
It's not as if the courts are 
applying their impartial minds to 
find out the legitimate proce- 
dures to follow and who the real 
winner is. Instead, the courts 
(and possibly now the Florida 
State Legislature) are simply the 
staging grounds for various 
power struggles. Whoever the 
next president is. he will have 
gotten his office through arbi- 
trary means. There is simply no 
way around this fact The elec- 
tion is in limbo. Very possibly, this 
limbo is the kind that will be 
impossible from which to free 
ourselves. 
In effect, there is not going to 
be a real winner in this election 
Our democratic process has 
come down to such a close mar- 
gin that divisions become blurry 
and impossible to distinguish. 
What we have instead is parti- 
sans on both sides struggling for 
legitimacy. 
Of course, we cannot operate 
without a winner, and this will 
probably be Bush. Never mind 
the lack of a more precise hand 
recount for Florida, never mind 
the discrimination, never mind 
that more Americans want Gore 
to be president. The people have 
spoken, but it did not nor will it 
make any difference in the out- 
come. 
Elton Wong writes for the Iowa 
State Daily at Iowa State 
University. 
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Misplaced nitrogen tank kills 2 in home 
BELLBROOK, Ohio (AP) — IWo nursing home resi- 
dents died Thursday and eight others were hospital- 
ized, apparently after a nitrogen tank was mistakenly 
hooked up to the home's oxygen system, authorities 
said. The stricken residents had all been on an oxygen 
system at Carriage-by-the-Lake nursing home. 
www.bgnews.com 
NATION 
Reflection marks 59th year after Pearl Harbor 
BylaymesSong 
Associmo PHESS WRITER 
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii — 
This sprawling naval base drew 
silent for one minute Thursday to 
mark the time 59 years ago that 
lapanesc planes attacked the U.S. 
Pacific fleet and plunged the 
nation into World War II. 
A soft mist started falling as a 
moment of silence began at 7:55 
am., creating a brilliant rainbow 
over Ford Island. It lasted until the 
American flag was raised Eve min- 
utes later over the gleaming white 
U&S Arizona Memorial during the 
Navy's annual commemorative 
ceremony. 
"Why do we remember Pearl 
Harbor above and beyond all oth- 
ers?" asked Adm. Dennis Blair, 
commander of the U.S. Pacific 
Command. "In part, because we 
considered it an act of treachery. 
"But did we think we defined 
the rules by which others act? Did 
we think we could never be hit at 
home? This was one of the great 
lessons of Pearl Harbor to 
Americans." 
About 240 survivors, veterans, 
dignitaries, military officials and 
guests attended the services on 
the memorial that straddles the 
battleship sunk in the attack, a 
tomb for about 1,000 of its crew- 
men. 
The surprise attack on Pearl 
Harbor and other military bases 
on Oahu lasted two hours. The 
lapanese military sank or heavily 
damaged 21 ships, destroyed or 
damaged 323 aircraft, killed 2,388 
people and wounded 1,178. 
"It's very emotional, it truly is," 
said Wsodrow Wilson Derby, an 
82-year-old retired math teacher 
from San Diego who was a petty 
officer on the USS Nevada "The 
bad memories have gone out of 
my mind. I'm just glad to be alive." 
Douglas Phillips, who lives near 
Annapolis, was a crewman 
aboard the USS Ramsay and saw 
the USS Utah roll over. 
"We realized at that time it was- 
n't a drill. We just stood in awe," he 
said. 
The service aboard the USS 
Arizona Memorial included 
prayers, 40 wreath presentations, 
a "missing man" formation flyover 
by Hawaii Air National Guard F-15 
jets, a 21-gun salute and echo 
taps. 
On Wednesday, three lapanese 
pilots who flew in the attack and a 
dozen American survivors of the 
raid shook hands and embraced 
during a reconciliation ceremony 
aboard the Battleship Missouri 
Memorial. 
PEARL HARBOR: Katherine Fitzgeald, of Vancouver, Wash., wipes away a tear during the 59th anniversary Pearl Harbo 
Ceremony, sponsored by the Vancouver Chapter of the Pearl Harbor Survivors, in Vancouver, Thursday. Her late husband 
Sr„ served in WWII, the Korean War and was on the USS Whitney at Pearl Harbor. 
Associated Press Photo 
r Day Memorial 
, William A. Fitzgeald, 
Patient wants no 
blacks in operation 
By Tom Sharp 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRIUR 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. 
Surgeon Michael R. Petracck 
faced an ethical dilemma grant'a 
white patient's request to keep 
black men out of the operating 
room during open-heart surgery, 
or risk her refusing the potential- 
ly lifesaving procedure. 
Pctracek wanted to make sure 
his patient got the care she need- 
ed, so he asked a black male 
technician to leave the operating 
room during the Oct. 9 surgery 
— a move he now calls "a bad 
mistake." 
Word slowly spread through- 
out the Catholic hospital and 
complaints by employees finally 
made their way to the hospital's 
executive committee, which took 
no disciplinary action. 
Petracek is a highly regarded 
surgeon best known for having 
developed a way to conserve 
blood during heart operations so 
that Jehovah's Witnesses, who 
oppose transfusions on religious 
grounds, could still have surgery. 
He briefly spoke to two 
Nashville newspapers this week 
about his decision. He did not 
return a phone call Thursday to 
The Associated Press. 
Petracek told the hospital, 
however, that the woman's hus- 
band did not want black men 
looking at his wife's nude body, 
hospital spokesman John Mays 
said Thursday. He noted that a 
black woman was on the surgical 
team without any objection. 
"The husband was very over- 
bearing and told the doctor he 
was pretty much their last hope," 
Mays said "Basically, he was say- 
ing if Dr. Pctracek did not do it 
they were just not going to seek 
any other care." 
The woman and her husband, 
who have not been identified, 
first went to Dr. lohn Austin at 
Baptist Hospital and made the 
same request of him in August. 
He said no and asked them to 
reconsider. 
"She really did need an opera- 
tion for something that was ulti- 
mately life-tlireateriing, so I did- 
n't want to send her away after 
one conversation," Austin said. "I 
saw her about a week later and 
they were still just as adamant, so 
I told them I could not alter our 
personnel according to their 
racial bias." 
Flores lied at cop trial, goes to trial 
ByBsele Durham 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
LOS ANGELES — A woman 
admitted Thursday that she lied 
to federal authorities when she 
claimed the disgraced cop at the 
center of the city's massive police 
corruption case was involved in 
murder. 
Sonya Flores, 24, agreed to the 
guilty plea a week ago and will be 
sentenced Feb. 26. Outside court, 
Flores said she wants to get on 
with her punishment. She is free 
on $25,000 bail and must submit 
to drug testing until sentencing. 
"I could start today. I don't 
care," she said. "The sooner 1 get it 
over with, the better. I'm engaged 
and I'm going to get married and 
move far away." 
The charge carries a maximum 
sentence of five years in federal 
prison and a fine of up to 
$250,000. As part of the plea 
agreement, prosecutors recom- 
mended that Flores be sentenced 
to five months in prison and five 
months in a community correc- 
tions center. She agreed to repay 
the government up to $350,000 it 
spent investigating her claims. 
Flores admitted concocting her 
story that former lover Rafael 
Perez and another officer mur- 
dered three people and dumped 
the bodies in Tijuana, Mexico. She 
said she was trying to get even 
with Perez for jilting her. 
Her claims damaged Perez's 
credibility as a witness at the start 
of the first criminal trial of former 
fellow officers. He refused to testi- 
fy because prosecutors would not 
grant immunity for the allega- 
tions brought by Flores. 
He initially turned' state's wit- 
ness in a deal for a lighter sen- 
tence after he was found to have 
stolen cocaine from a police evi- 
dence room. 
A jury eventually convicted 
three of the four officers on 
charges of framing gang mem- 
bers. 
Space station repaired by gentle hands 
By Marcia Dunn 
AP AEROSPACE WRITER 
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. — 
Using just a hook and their gloved 
hands, two spacewalking astro- 
nauts tightened an overly slack 
solar wing on the international 
space station Thursday with sur- 
prising ease. 
"All finished!" spacewalker 
Carlos Noriega exclaimed once 
both tension cables were back on 
their pulleys and reels within a 
matter of minutes. 
It was a critical job: Because of 
the two slack cables, the blanket 
of electricity-producing solar cells 
on the right wing could have torn 
or the support rods could have 
bent or broken. 
The $600 million set of solar 
wings, urgenUy needed at the pre- 
viously power-poor space station 
Alpha, was installed by space 
shuttle Endeavour's two space- 
walkers on Sunday. The right wing 
was extended in one fast release, 
causing its tension cables to pop 
off their pulleys and reels. The left 
wing was unfolded much more 
slowly, and was properly taut. 
Noriega and his spacewalking 
partner, )oe Tanner, got the first 
loose cable back in place in about 
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PhiJAu's Rose and White Seml-Jormal 
December 8,2000 
Elaine Downard 4k Owen Dunn 
Ruth WlUer <fi Robert "Jacob 
*'** 
Heather 
JUl 
Om 
Melissa Rossln<£ 
Stephanie William* <£ Rrad Marquis 
Michelle Wilken <£ tony Knapke 
Molly Cautzenhelser <£ Ryan Reed 
Allison gilder <£ Dominic KaffaelU 
Qsafleuman <£. flick goad 
Christina Qomalei <£ Pat Dig nan 
Megan Adams <fi Chris Qarrity 
Amanda Cleary <& Jason Corder 
Kim Clary* Justin Miller \ 
Caura Mudd 6 Mike Putt      \ 
Clndsay War man <£ Joe Molxhouse 
fllcole grimm <£ Justin Stelnhard 
fllcole Pothast <£ Jason Caux 
April Smith & Seth Metzger 
Amber Carason <&. Marshall Pomerog 
Jessica £evy <£ Michael Coope* 
fllkl Smas <fi Chris Mayle 
Melissa Wilklns <£ flick Williams 
Tonl Martinez <£ Dereck Allen 
Jasmine yorresterdiAlexWheeler 
Sarah Wlngereid «£&*£> ' 
Amanda JerreU fyftua 
OrMcKlnleg <£ Otis Copez-3 
Christie Croften <£ george Vancower 
JUl Schwaegerimfi Andrew Mathers 
Christy JorbeiWCom Mlrabelll 
Julie Hakel jtJoonnle Cemon 
Roberta ketttjplen <£ John Warner 
JenneUeEhhnnn tUPaul Caurent 
tascha Onfems <& flick Qoralske 
Jen Oulntfr £ Rrandon Hicks 
'ones <£. Jake Cochran 
Kasey Clngvai <& Rick Thormeler 
Klrchoff <& Justin Cetone 
Kristy Robb <& Andy Swafford 
Kariflovotny <& Ryan Dickinson 
five minutes. The second cable 
took a little longer to fix. 
They kept their hands off the 
braided wire cables so their gloves 
would not snag or rip. Instead, 
they used a tool resembling a 
large crochet hook to guide the 
cables back into place. 
"It is fully repaired. Great work!" 
radioed Mission Control. 
Mission Control set aside the 
first three hours of the spacewalk 
for the repair job, which took 
flight controllers three days to 
devise. But Noriega and Tanner 
needed only half that time. And 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri 
9am-5pm 
Saturday 
9am-lpm 
much of that I 1/2 hours involved 
collecting their tools and getting 
up to the solar wings, which 
stretch 90 feet above Endeavour's 
cargo bay. 
"This is almost, I'm not going to 
say 'no-brainer' because every- 
body would make fun of me for 
not having one, but it was per- 
fect," Tanner said. 
There was a tense moment 
when Tanner almost lost the 
hook. The tether connected to the 
tool broke, but Tanner kept a firm 
grip on the hook so it wouldn't 
float away. He quickly attached 
another tether to it 
224 E 
Wooster 
Bowling Green, 
OH 43402 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
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Columbia Court Apartments 
Heinz Apartments Ltd. 
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments 
East Merry Ave. Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
.... and many more apartments 
and houses 
Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast! 
Check out our website at www.wcnel.org/-fibrentnl a
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Tigers offer Gonzalez arbitration 
1HE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DETROIT - Juan Gonzalez will 
have another month to del Ids it 
he wants to stay with the Detroit 
Tigers, who offered him salary 
arbitration on Thursday. 
If the Tigers had not offered 
arbitration. the two-time 
American League MVP wouldn't 
have been able to re-sign with 
them until May 1. He can now 
negotiate with them through Jan. 
8, and he has until Dec. 19 to 
accept or reject the arbitration 
offer 
While the free agent outfielder 
can sign with any team, his agent. 
Scott Boras, said Gonzalez want 
to return to Detroit. 
In the first season after Texas 
traded him to the Tigers, 
Gonzalez batted 289 with 22 
home nins and 67 RBls — less, 
than half what he averaged the 
previous fonr years. He missed 47 
games and sat out the final 1 1/2 
weeks of the season with a herni- 
ated disk. 
Late last month, Gonzalez 
completed his medical examina- 
tion on his back after canceling 
two previous appointments in 
Detroit, saying he needed to be 
with his young daughter, who has 
a health problem. 
The Tigers have said they want 
to determine if Gonzalez is 
healthy before offering him a con- 
tract. The Tigers and physicians 
have not commented on the test 
results. 
Last winter, Gonzalez's former 
agent negotiated a reported 
eight-year package with the 
Tigers worth more than $140 mil- 
lion, but Gonzalez turned it down 
for unknown reasons. 
Detroit declined to offer arbi- 
tration to four free agents: pitcher 
Willie Blair. outfielder Rich 
Becker, and infielders Gregg 
Jetferies and Hal Morris. 
Indians offer 3 Arbitration 
As expected, the Cleveland 
Indians offered salary arbitration 
to free agent outfielder Manny 
Ramirez, catcher Sandy Alomar 
and first baseman David Segui on 
Thursday. 
However, the club did not offer 
arbitration to free agent right- 
hander Jason Bere. 
Ramirez, Alomar and Segui 
may all sign elsewhere, but the 
Indians assured themselves of 
high-compensation draft picks by 
offering arbitration. 
Ramirez, one of the market's 
prize free agents, and his repre- 
sentative, Jeff Moorad, rejected a 
seven-year. $119 million contract 
offer from the Indians in 
November. 
Moorad had been seeking a 10- 
year. $200 million deal for 
Ramirez, who has driven in 432 
runs the past three seasons. 
Ramirez and Moorad are 
expected to attend the winter 
meetings in Dallas where they are 
certain to talk with several inter- 
ested teams. One of those teams 
could be the Indians, who are still 
looking for another hitter. 
Cleveland signed Ellis Burks to 
take over in right field, but the 
club has left open the possibility 
of re-signing Ramirez. 
Moorad had talks with the 
Boston Red Sox earlier this week, 
and said afterward that he didn't 
expect Ramirez to sign anywhere 
until after the winter meetings. 
If any of the players offered 
arbitration accepts, he would be 
bound to a contract for 2001 with 
the Indians and would forfeit his 
right to negotiate with another 
team. 
If arbitration is declined, the 
Indians have until Jan. 8 to sign 
any of the free agents or lose 
negotiating rights with the player 
until May 1. 
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Personals Wanted Wanted 
Campus Events 
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•REMINDER - REMINDER" 
Classified Deadline 
1 day prior to publication 
by 2pm. 
S1 per line. 
$.75 extra for bold. 
Place your ad @ 
204 West Hall 
ll-'-l MI---III III III II 
Hillel's Chanukah Paity is com- 
ing.All campus & community invited. 
Sun. Dec. lOlh. 6pm. Oil-campus 
Student Cenler-Moseley Hall. 
Prize Ralfle-over 100 prizes 
Dreidel tournament with prizes 
"WANNA BE A WFAL DJ?I 
Altend WFAL 1610 AM/Cable 7 
Into nighl Ihis Monday. Dec. 11th 
9:00pm in 203 West Hall. 
Oueslions call 372-8658 
Give BG 
Leave your Legacy 
\H\ M >M llk\M\CJIU-)lYIT/ 
ATTENTION GREEKS 
We have Greek letters 
lor your personal ads! 
SI per line of Greek tellers. 
Slop in ® 204 West Hall lo 
place your ad. 
.■\n\.M-:»i'HK.\MN()iiHiYZ|y/ 
4>\t - *£K • AM" 
The ladies ol Phi Mu would like lo 
lhank the genllemen of Phi Sigma 
Kappa and Alpha Sigma Phi for a 
wonderful Tea last Friday! 
<EM ' '1'IK ' Mil"  
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFI- 
CIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS 
NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER. 
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE MUST COMPLETE TAKE- 
HOME RULES TEST AND ATTEND 
MANDATORY CLINICS CLINICS 
WILL BE HELD JAN. 23 AND 24. 
SBX ' SBX" SBX- SBX- SBX' SBX 
Get your personalized 
graduation announcements 
at SBX wilhm 24 hours 
SBX ■ SBX- SBX" SBX- SBX' SBX 
Give BG 
Make your Mark 
Travel 
"1 Spring Break Vacalions! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Florida Now hiring campus reps. 
1-800-234-7007 
endlesssu'Timertouis com 
• 111 Early Specials!1 Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days 
S279! Includes Meals, Parties' Awe- 
some Beaches, Nightitle! Departs 
Florida! Gel Group - Go Free!! 
spnngbreaklravel.com 
 1-800-678-6386  
• 111 Spring Break Specials! Can- 
cun S Jamaica S3891 Air. Hotel, 
Free Meals. Drinks! Award Winning 
Company! Get Group - Go Free! 
Florida Vacalions S129! 
springbreaklravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
Spice up 
your Personal Hd 
uiithd 
Display Personal!! 
Hrlil a photo or 
special artwork 
(or as low as 
SIS or $20!!! 
Deadline--2 days prior 
by 4:00pm. 
Stop in '. 204 UJest Hall. 
Call 372-69?? (or more Information. 
IT'S BURSflRRBU!! 
1 graduation ticket needed, will pay 
S Please call Lia @ 354-8408 
1 sblsr. needed for downtown apt. 
Own bdrm. & balh. Kitchen & living 
room lurn S200 mo * util Avail. 
Jan  1st Call Garretl 353-0947 
2-3 Subleasers Needed 
2 bedroom Apt S490-S540'monlh 
Spring sem. furn. or unturn. 
Call Brian @ 353-4357. 
4 subleasers needed 
Spring semester 
We will pay 1/2 ot 1st mo rent. S500 
Hillsdate Apts 
Call 353-9440  
Altenlion December Graduates 
I need your graduation tickets! 
Will pay S! Call Brian 353-4357. 
Female subleasers needed for sum- 
mer of 2001  New house on Third 
SI Call 372-4924  
Female sublsr. needed Own room. 
Move in now, rent starts Jan. 1. S218 
• utilities Call Amanda at 354-8271 
Graduation tickets needed! Will pay 
Call Bridget al 353-2377  
Graduation Tickets needed Will 
pay Call Heather @ 354-7391. 
Graduation Tickets Wanted 
SSS 
Call Andy al 353-2482 
M or F subleaser wanted Own room 
in house, close lo campus. 
S190'mo Call Tony at 354-7604 
Wanted: 1 or 2 female subleasers 
lor spring semester. Close to cam- 
pus. S145/month ♦ utilities. 353- 
1758. 
Help Wanted 
Wanted 
Need 1 female roommate ASAP 
Call 354-6713.  
Need 1 graduation ticket immediale- 
ly Call 353-9440.  
Need Graduation Tickets 
Will Pay 
 Call 354-1468  
Need graduation tickets. 
Will pay 
 352-3476.  
Need three giaduaiion tickets 
Will pay. 
 353-2517.  
Sblsr needed ASAP M or F to live 
with M & F. House close to campus. 
Own rm & bath. S185 mo. + util. 
352-7305.  
Subleaser for spring, S280/mo. Near 
campus. 352-42t:5.  
1 graduation ticket needed Will p 
Call Hailey a 354-6772. 
1 roommale lor spring semester 
262.50/mo. + electric and phone 
Call 352-5952 ask for Kevin or 
Adrian. 
Subleaser needed spring semester 
Columbia Courts 1 Call 352-0002 
and ask for Ryan. 
Two  December   graduation   tickets 
needed. Will pay. Call Mall at 419- 
389-4591.  
Two December graduation tickets 
needed Call Enn at 353-1762 
•■Child Care Needed" 
In our Perrysburg home tor 20 mth. 
old toy 2pm-6pm up to 4 days/wk. 
Early childhood edu. or related 
major preferred. Call Ann Marie & 
419-874-0878. 
"Fitness" 
Accepling applications for lull/pan 
time help. Front desk, member 
services, floor trainers (exercise 
science students) 
St James Club 
Toledo. OH 43615 
419-841-5597 
2 daycare centers, 1 school-age 
center. 1 infant through preschool 
center are looking lor take charge, 
responsible & caring individuals 
Part-time hours avail, with more 
hours available during holidays & 
school cancellation days at the 
school-age center. Will work directly 
with children & interlace with pa- 
rents. Must be at least 16 yrs old & 
have a high school diploma Call 
878-4190 lor the mlanl-cenler & ask 
lor Jodi or call 878-0911 for the 
school-age center & ask for Amy 
Camp Counselor and Director Po- 
sitions-YMCA Camp Willion- 1 hr. 
NW of Columbus-Exciting and fun 
opportunities  tor  Male   and   Fe- 
male counselor positions at one 
ot   YMCA'«   top  Co-ed   Summer 
overnight     camps.      Child/Teen 
Counselor  Positions!  Sports  Co- 
ordinators!      Equestrian      Staff! 
Aquatic Stall! For memories that 
last  a  lite-time  contact  800-423- 
0427 or wllltonHHirlghtuMJUl 
Cashiers Needed 
Hiring immediately 1st. 2nd and 3rd 
shift. Full and pan time available 
Apply within. 
BPOil. 1670 E. Wooster 
c*o<xx>oo<xxx>o<x>o<>c>oo^^ 
Management Inc. 
KALI. OPENINGS / 
SIGNING LEASES 
NOW 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdale Apis. 1082 Fairvlew. 
I Bdrm A: : Bdrm 
Air condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
_ Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up 
Starts ,ii $390-011 35?.-5800 
AfrEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
HILLSDALE TOWNHOUSE 
3 Ddrm/l-'iill Basements 
Air Condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal/2 Baths 
wulhcr/dryei hook up 
Starts at $975 - Call W-5800 
/rtfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Kvergreen Apl. 215 I-  Pin." 
Studios. Large I Bdrms 
I..uindr\ on site 
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800 
/CfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Heinzsite Apts. 7 io N Enterprise 
I & I BdrnVAir Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
I Bdrms have washer/dryer in ihem] 
Suns al $410Call 353-5800 
AfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth Si 
l/hdrm Air Condition 
Mthwaiher/Qirbage Di-posal 
ItirtS al S400 - Call 353-5800 
Slop by our office al 1045 N. 
MainSt lor complete listing or 
Call 353-5800. 
www.wcnct.org/--niecca 
♦        The Ladies of 
Delta Gamma Celebrate 
• 
U0Het» tyeai '* it Vccem&ci • 
• 
I         December 8, 2000 • • 
*    Ell\ Anderson & Doug L'lrich Sarah Quickel & Brandon Gabel 
* 
• 
«m 
•    Rebecca Bell & R\an Cook Emilv Dignan & Brian Kester .» 
• Paula Apostolou & Jared Stefango EmiK Marker & Dav id Dzieroa • » 
•    Mana Cutfari & Kevin Linich Heather Bober & R\an Malone • » 
I    Nicole Cuffari & C:J. Feller Casey Proper & Nate Jenkins • 
• 
J Christine Clemens & Edmund Breault Jean Messner & Derek 0\ercasheer • 
• 
• Tiffem- Bober & Mike \kGettrick Lisa Mukaxetz & Todd Tavlor • 
w 
»   Jennell Bigris & Jason Tracev Traci Jeffers & James Fndav 
w 
• 
•   Steph Bien &; Ross Muhleman Lauren Luken & Matt MeCalister 
» 
• 
* Michelle Manjraf & Man\; Williamson Laura Shindel & Nick Pettn • • 
* Heidi Barber & David Marchewka Laura Pulliam & Derek Kaufmann • * 
J    .\ngie Castro & Bill Hensel bun Pete & Pete Burr • 
• 
•  Jennifer Gilmore & Drew Sparks Alicia Ward & Josh Surgeon • 
*   Maribeth Graham & Andv Sahm Lindsav Reichen & Patnck Gill • 
•   Gina Grassia & Nathan DiJohn Kristen Rhoda & Adam Croudr » • 
*     Nici Tomei & Sean Allen Marissa Parrott & Brad Weinsust # • 
I   AbbyHettel& Ke\inMitchell Lauren O'Donnell & Mike Romanell 
•: 
^ Lesleigh Kulka & Someone Special Enn Williams & Jason Kocab * 
• 
» Stephanie Kutlick & Josh Gongaware Erin Nidi & Mark Bowman *• • 
# 
Chef's Assistant 
Private Club looking for dependable 
self-starter. PT to FT position in fun 
environment, working with Chef as 
well as unsupervised. Experience a 
plus, but will tram Chef Christian 
865-4700. 
EARN SS NOW AND WORK IN 
CANCUN SUMMER 2001!! Student 
Express, Inc. is now hmng students 
interested in earning SS working 
from home now and in Cancun sum- 
mer 2001 by promoting the BEST 
Spring & Summer student travel 
packages to your alma mater or 
your area schools. For SS and a 
working experience you will never 
forget in Cancun this summer, con- 
tact Dean Longway at 1-800-256- 
9191 ext. 105ordlongway@studen- 
texpress com. 
• rxxxxxxxxraxx> 
Cinema 5 
For Showtimes call 
354-0558 
Woodland Mall - N.Main St. 
or log .on to [cinemark.coml 
Regiser to recieve 
showtimes via email! 
hW.'MgMr'1ar°Hg| 
Cable Channel 6 
5:30-Live 
Re-broadcast at 
10pm & 7:30am 
Now on Fridays! 
Wood County' s 
only LIVE local 
Television news 
L        source 
Help Wanted 
Are you connected? 
Internet users wanted. 
S350-S800/week. 
www. this-is-real com 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in 
over-time hours, around your col- 
lege and personal schedule. Work a 
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40 
hours plus over-time. Many college 
students work here. Starting pay is 
S5.30 per hour with an automatic 
S 25 per hour increase to SS 55 after 
100 hours of service with the com- 
pany. These are unskilled jobs 
involving assembling and packaging 
small parts Apply in person be- 
tween the hours of 9:00am and 
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PROD- 
UCTS. INC . 428 Clough Street, 
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks 
from campus near Kmko's and Dairy 
Queen next to the railroad tracks 
Give BG 
It's coming... 
Internships are available for spring 
and summer semesters for exercise 
and science students Excellent pay 
& fringe benefits. 
St James Club 
Toledo. OH 43615 
419-841-5597 
Contact Rick  
JOB POSTING 
Wood Co Prosecutor's YV.P Pro- 
gram Asst. 4S Coordinator's Posi- 
tion Part-time 20-25 hrs/wk & $7 - 
8.50 per/hr Eligible tor wage in- 
crease after six months employ- 
ment HS diploma and own trans- 
portation a must Background in ed- 
ucation and teaching helpful but not 
a must Applicants must give one 
year commitment Deadline 
12/19/00. Application (419) 354- 
9250. 
Office cleaning, evenings over 
Christmas break 10-12 hrs/week, 
own trans, required. Call 352-5822. 
Telephone interviewing No sales. 
Flexible scheduling. Some days, 
mostly evenings & weekends Re- 
laxed atmosphere In Perrysburg 
Up to S7.00* hour depending on 
skills. 874-4722. 
Wanted Dancers, waitstaff. apply 
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo. 
OH or call 419-476-6640 
For Sale 
1/4 karat women's wedding set. en- 
gagement ring & band Call 354- 
6713. 
BGSU Mom & Dad Sweatshirts. 
Tee-shirts, Hats Also, Grandma. 
Grandpa. Sister, Brother. 
Aunt. Uncle 
Collegiate Connection 
405 Thurstin 
352-8333  
For sale: 5 round white table tops 
tnat are only a year old. Will sell to 
best offer If interested, call Niki 
Sams at 372-3208 
HONDAS FROM S500' Police im- 
pounds and tax repos! For listings 1- 
800-719-3001 ext4558. 
Technics receiver & 5 disc CD play- 
er 2 klh 15" speakers. $450. 260- 
0827. 
For Rent 
Fri Sat 12 noon 
Sun 4:00 8:00 
PG 
Michael 
Winslow 
Live On Stage 
Fri Sat 8:00 pm 
Tickets Available 
Box Office Opens 
12 noon 
Every Sat 12 Mid 
For Rent 
"Sterling end ol Dec 2000" 
Apis, efficiency or rooms avail. . 
Good rales avail 353-0325 
Cla-Zel Theatre 
Downtown BG.  *   353-_1361 
www.hollywood.com 
Lawrence 
of Arabia 
"Houses & Apis, for Rent" 
Filling last, school yr 2001-2002 
Otlice. 316 E Merry «3 
Listings avail 24 hrs or will mail 
Call 353-0325. 9-9. 
1 tml housemate needed. 5 bdrm., 
3 1/2 balh. 3 decks, garage. Iplace. 
1 acre yard. S390 • hall util. 10 min. 
Irom BGSU Avail now Email at 
newhome4rent@aol.com. View pho- 
to hltp://hometown aol.com/new- 
home4rentmyhomepage'business h 
tml. 
1 roommale needed lor spring 
semester $300/mo NO utilities to 
be paid! Own room and lull use ol 
house including laundry! Call Adam 
S 352-5580 
1 subleaser needed 2nd Street Stu- 
dio Call Ryan at 352-2312 
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only 
$430 
Private Entrance 
Patio 
Spacious Kitchen 
Small Pets Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apis. 
353-7715  
2 bdrm apt w/deck lor sublease 2 
blocks Irom campus on Scotl Hamil- 
ton Rent negotiable Spring semes- 
ter until May 10 352-7151 
Apis lor 2001-2002 school year 
1 lo 3 person-12 mo leases only 
Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 
No calls after 8pm 
Available Aug. 15 2001  11  1/2 mo 
lease required, close to university: 
3 bdrm house, $650 •> util 
3 bdrm apt $550* util 
1 bdrm apt. $300 ♦ util. 
 Call 686-4651  
BOWLING GREEN 
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
-3.200 sq It -1616 E Wooster 
Greenwood Centre, across from 
BGSU stadium 8 Rl 75 $8 65 sq 
ft ■» cam'nnn 
-2.200sq. tt -1616 E Wooster 
Greenwood Centre, across Irom 
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75. 
S8.65/sq ft.- ♦ cam/nnn 
-1.200 sq ft-Profess.onal Office 
Space Convenient Location with 
parking 
-Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up 
to 30 000 sq ft Woodbndge II at Rt. 
75 
Mecca Management Inc.. 
419353-5800  
Channg Cross Apartments has short 
term leases Call about our winter 
time special 352-0590. 
Female roommate needed ASAP 
354-1605 
Ask for Haley 
House tor rent May 2001 -May 2002. 
236 Troup St SI000 per mo plus 
util 352-6847.  
House for rent, 3 bdrm., 1 full bath, 
washer/dryer, stove, refrigerator 
Avail. Jan 1st, $870/mo No pets! 
Util notincl Call 373-0146 or 494- 
5785  
House for rent. May 2001-May 
2002 220 Troup St   $1000 per mo 
plus util  352-6847 
Houses. 1. 2. & 3 bdrm. apts. begin- 
ning May 01  9 4 12 mo leases 
352-7454.  
Professor will share large home with 
graduate student or other professor, 
large wooded lot; 2 wood burning 
fire places, $275/ including utilities; 
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave 
message. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Large. 2 bdrm apt. own bdrm.,$275 
all util met Call 353-8702.  
STUDIO W/HOT TUB ROOM next 
door, avail Jan. 1. 353-2301. 
Subleasers needed for two bedroom 
apt. between campus and bars. Call 
352-9560. 
SUNOAYS 
lOWlING   OKI 
FATBOY: James 
Eldred reviews the 
new Fatboy Slim 
release. Also, new 
releases from Nine 
Inch Nails, Merle 
Haggard and the 
soundtrack from 
"Bounce" are 
reviewed. 
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Sex, the 
City, Kevin 
Aen and an 
obssession 
KEVIN 
AEH 
SOW Writer 
As much as I love "The 
Simpsons," I'm just not as 
obsessed with it as the rest of The 
BG News seems to be. OK, so I do 
watch it everyday when I can. It's 
just not my No. 1 fav anymore. 
"The Simpsons" is so 1990s. 
I'm now obsessed with watch- 
ing sex. 
Wait, that didn't sound right. 
l£t me explain. I'm obsessed with 
watching "Sex and the City." Now 
that's a show for the year 2000. 
I'm so all about the show that I 
made my roommates order HBO 
when we signed up for cable this 
fall. Now that 1 think about it, I'm 
afraid I'm letting "Sex and the 
City" take over my life. 
If you are not fortunate enough 
to have HBO, you'U just have to 
take my word that "Sex and the 
City" is the best show on TV It 
centers on Carrie, a 30-some- 
thing single New York City 
columnist, and her three friends 
and their dating adventures. 
Everything I do is somewhat 
"Sex and the City" related. When I 
go to the bars, I order a cos- 
mopolitan, the official drink of 
the show. OK, I don't order the 
drink all the time. It's a pretty 
pricey beverage, and I am a poor 
! college student, after all. But 
sometimes I do pretend that my 
beer is a cosmopolitan, which 
might be even worse and a bit 
delusional. 
I also try to work Sarah lessica 
Parker into just about every con- 
versation I have with people. I'm 
almost obsessed with her as I am 
with the show itself. I even went 
to Video Connection and rented 
all of her movies. Even some bad 
ones from the HOs, like'(Jirls lust 
Want to Have Fun." 
When I realized I couldn't live 
without "Sex and the City," I start- 
ed taping all the episodes. 1 have 
all of the first season and the 
third season. I'm currently watch- 
ing every minute of 11 BO in 
search for episodes I don't have 
from the second season. I think I 
have most of them, but there's a 
few I'm still missing. 
And since I have just about 
every episode and there arc so 
many people I know who don't 
have HBO. 1 decided that the rea- 
son I've been put on Earth is to 
introduce "Sex and the City" to 
everyone. It's my new mission in 
life. 
I've decided the first step in my 
plan was to target my friends. I 
would pop in a tape, saying we 
would watch just one episode. Of 
course, one episode turned into 
10 and five hours later we just fin- 
ished a "Sex and the City" 
marathon. 
Every friend I've shown them 
to is now almost as obsessed with 
the show as I am. I even have 
one friend who watched seven 
hours of the show with no breaks 
on one day and then another 
four or five the next. Now that's 
the perfect way to spend the 
weekend, if you ask me. 
My next target group was my 
classmates. Every project I do, I 
find a way to do it so it's about 
"Sex and the City." For my TV as 
Popular Culture Class last semes- 
ter, guess what I showed a clip of. 
And this semester, it was another 
cUp of the show for my 1990s cul- 
ture class. I show the people in 
my class little clips and leave 
them wanting more. Right now 
I'm working on a research paper 
all about single women in the 
'90s. The paper's really just about 
"Sex and the City," though. 
For my birthday next week, my 
roommates and I are even throw- 
SEE SEX. PAGE9 
MOW YOUI Music variety amps BG 
By Tony Recznih 
ASSI   ENICRItlNMENI  EDITOR 
They are talented, loud, fun and 
can be found downtown on any given 
weekend. They are the local bands 
that frequent Bowling Green's music 
scene. 
Every weekend you can find some 
band playing somewhere in town. 
The list of Bowling Green regular 
performers includes The Orgones, 
Sledge, Flctch, Goiter lelly, The 
French,SlOTypewriipr fndc-Name- 
Candy-Snatch, lukebox Soul and Big 
Creak among others, all arc great in 
their unique way. 
Another is Sugar Buzz, one of the 
most popular bands in the area, 
which always attracts considerable 
crowds. The six-piece "funk-hop" 
Buzz, composed of Marcellus 
Cannon, vocals sax and percussion; 
Tony Bledsoe, vocals; bassist Doug 
Summers, guitarist lohn Graves, 
drummer Scott Hayes and D), 
I^mont Taylor; are known for their 
high-energy show. 
They have opened for Kid Rock, 
Fuel, Sevendust and Candlebox to 
name a few, and are also one out of 
five bands being considered forVH- 
l's new show "Bands on the Run" that 
will air next year. Recently, Sugar Buzz 
appeared on an episode of the lenny 
Jones Show, taped in Chicago, that 
will air later this winter. But even with 
this national success the band still 
enjoys playing in town. 
"It IBowling Green] is one of our 
favorite places to play," said Hayes. 
"We love it." 
Another prominent local band that 
loves playing in BG is the heavily 
energetic, yet melodic, Evolotto. 
"Absolutely, we spend a lot of time 
in BG," said drummer Ben Bomlitz. 
He along with band-mates, gui- 
tarist, Chris Sobb and the lone- 
named bassist, Schmid have been 
together since high school, forming 
Evolotto in 1992. One of the striking 
things about Evolotto is that, although 
their music is punkish and hard, they 
often harmonize the vocals. Their lat- 
est Skin Klub Record's release, 1776, 
displays their distincliveness. 
"We're fast. We're slow. We're all 
over the place," Bomlitz describes. 
And that is what makes them a great 
band to watch. 
Another local band hoping to 
achieve as much success as Sugar 
Buzz and Evolotto, is Dawnallure. The 
promising band describes their music 
as "simplistic, raw, emotional music 
for the staggering mind." The band 
which features "the rocking." 39-year- 
old lawyer, Chris 1 Iallet on drums; 
limi I.och on vocals, Matt Gringon 
bass and Ryan I lefner, guitar, has 
been around since 1998. 
"You should expect to have a good 
time when you see us," said Hefner. 
"We come to play, you come to listen. 
You will enjoy the show.' 
LOCALS 
Photo Provided 
SUGARBU2Z: Sugarbuzz is one of the most popular bands in the BG area. They are playing at Easystreet tonight at 10p.m. 
Another Bowling Green favorite 
Crazy Eddie keeps their fans happy. 
"Crazy Eddie is an all around rock- 
band," said Howard's Club 11 booking 
agent, ID Desmith, "They really get 
people going" 
BGSU alum, Jason Blough, agrees. 
"They feed off the crowd and their 
energy is high." 
A more recent band to hit the local 
music scene is the indie-rock group 
trcysuno. The band, made up of 
bassist Eric Komuniecki, guitarist 
Prescott Wagner, drummer Mark 
Donerand Justin R.L Hemmingeron 
vocals and lead guitar, was formed 
earlier this year and has already 
developed a reputation for quality. 
On breaking in to the local music 
scene I lemminger said "There are few 
opportunities, but the rewards can be 
great." later adding "We enjoy playing 
in Bowling Green, but more people 
should come out and sec the bands." 
Which is something that all bands 
can agree with. 
They 
(Sugarbuzz) 
have opened 
for Kid Rock, 
Fuel, 
Sevendust 
and 
Candlebox... 
They are also 
being consid- 
ered forVH- 
1 's new show 
"Bands on the 
Run," that 
will air 
next year. 
Photo Provided 
treysuno: (from left) Justin R.L. 
Hemmmger, Eric Komuniecki, 
Prescott Wagner and Mark Doner are 
treysuno. 
Talented cast saves 'Emperor of the Moon* 
By Jetl McGmnis 
NOW WRITER 
It's an observation that has 
been made before, but it bears 
repeating...BGSU Theatre has a 
lot of very, very talented people 
in its ranks. Engaging and enter- 
taining performers, skilled tech- 
nicians, terrific musicians, 
excellent directors. 
In fact, if you go to see "The 
Emperor of the Moon" this 
weekend, as it closes its run in 
the Eya Marie Saint Theatre in 
University Hall, go to support 
their work. It's clear that a lot of 
talented people put a lot of 
effort into the product. 
Don't plan on going for the 
story itself, a fairly simplistic, 
cookie-cutter farce which is 
mainly an excuse for somi fairly 
standard slapstick comedy situ- 
ations. Go to admire and 
express appreciation for the cast 
and crew who still make the 
show entertaining, in spile of 
the script. 
The show itself, a 17th centu- 
ry farce by Aphra Behn, is a 
complex-yet-somehow-simple 
tale of a doctor who dreams of 
the mysterious inhabitants of 
the moon, whose fascination is 
an obstacle for a.pair of 
starstruck lovers who wish to 
wed his daughter and niece. 
Behn may be one of the most 
important and prolific writers of 
the Restoration period, but 
"Emperor" in and of itself is a 
fairly standard piece, with 
deceptions and misunderstand- 
ings, disguises and intrigue, and 
a big climax where it all finds its 
resolutions. It's not bad by any 
means, and it has its moments, 
but given the quality of its 
source and how elaborate the 
production is, one expects 
something a bit more engaging 
and unique than what is pre- 
sented here. 
But, no matter, as it is the very 
presentation of the piece which 
makes the experience of the 
show so enjoyable. First, an 
impressive original score has 
been written for the show, fea- 
turing several new songs and 
skilled performance by a small 
orchestra conducted by Robert 
C. Samels. The music gives the 
show an added dimension 
which really supports the pro- 
duction. 
In addition, the set's con- 
struction is a pleasure to the 
eye, with a unique framing sur- 
rounding the stage and colorful, 
fanciful backdrops which add to 
the show's fantasy-oriented feel. 
The technical crew deserves a 
lot of credit foi how well this 
show docs - their work is fun 
just to look at. 
But most engaging of all is the 
work of the cast. They look like 
they're having fun, and in turn, 
we have fun watching them. 
Steve Wood brings a palpable 
presence to the role of the dilu- 
sional doctor, making the role 
seem imminently sensible even 
as he believes in the most fan- 
tastic of things. Chrisloper 
Norris and William Auld, as a 
pair of manservants vying for 
the affection of the same govcr- 
nanie, bring such boundless 
enthusiasm and energy to their 
comedy that it's a joy to watch. 
Nadia Bodie, as the govemante 
who spurns their advances, 
plays the role wryly and with a 
great sense of humor. And Geof 
Slephenson, who appears late 
in the show as the Philosopher, 
brings the same delightful pres- 
ence which made him such fun 
to watch as Pseudolus in last 
year's production of "Forum." 
So, on the one hand we have 
first-rate work by a wonderful 
cast, crew, and production 
team. And on the other, we hav 
a relatively standard piece that 
they are performing. Ergo, we 
give the production an "A," the 
script a "C" or "Ct," and we spli 
the difference and give the sho\ 
a "B." This may be a goofy way 
to grade a play, but hev, I'm in a 
farcical mood. 
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Fatboy Sliirfs latest is his best; Nine Inch Nails remixes slip off 
spiral into mediocrity; Haggard still kicking it country style 
FATBOY SUM 
HALFWAY BETWEEN THE 
GUTTER AND THE STARS 
A 
AstrarwerKs Records  
With his previous albums, 
Fatboy Slim proved he could 
make a groovin' techno album. 
Now, with his newest release, 
Halfway Between The Gutter And 
The Stars, the Fatboy akaNroman 
Cook, proves he can get funky 
with the best of them. 
With an odd combination of 
70s funk, classic rock and even 
some gospel, Fatboy Slim creates 
some of the best dance tunes of 
recent memory. Guest vocalist 
Macy Gray contributes some very 
raunchy lyrics to "Love Life" 
which is the most conventional 
sounding Fatboy Slim song to 
date. Here, he breaks his conven- 
tion of only repeating a single line 
or phrase in one song by having 
Gray sing full verses and chorus' 
that are interspliced with various 
odd samplings. The result is one 
funky, sexy, love song. 
Classic Fatboy fans need not 
worry though, as he still has 
retained his classic sound with 
many songs. "Star 69" stands out 
as a classic Fatboy song, with it's 
constant repeating and manipu- 
lation of the single line, "They 
know what is what" as well as 
repeated usage of the F-word. 
On other tracks, Fatboy takes 
his classic formula and takes it to 
the next level. On the standout 
track "Sunset (Bird Of Prey)" 
synth runes are the backdrop to a 
haunting sample oflim Morrison 
reciting one of his poems. It may 
conform to Fatboy Slims previ- 
ously mentioned formula, but he 
makes it sound fresh and new. 
While "Sunset (Bird Of Prey)" is 
a slow-paced trance song, every- 
thing after it certainly is not. Slim 
gets the funk out with "Weapon 
of Choice" by drafting one of the 
forefathers of funk, the great 
Bootsy Collins. If this song doesn't 
make you want to get up and 
groove to the music, something is 
wrong with you. 
Fatboy Slim also injects some 
social commentary in his music 
with "Drop The Hate," an anthem 
to end racism that is also a lot of 
fun to listen to. Moby may have 
been the first to combine gospel 
and trance, but Fatboy. with his 
injection of old-fashioned funk, 
has taken it to the next level. 
This is Fatboy Slim's strongest 
album to date. 
-lames Tidied 
NINE INCH NAILS 
THINGS FALLING APART 
C+ 
NOTHING RECORDS 
When Nine Inch Nails' The 
DownwardSpiml was a smash 
hit, Trent Reznor (who is Nine 
Inch Nails) released Further 
Down The Spiral as a companion 
disc filled with remixes and unre- 
leased songs from the recording 
sessions of The Downward 
Spiral. Now he's back at it again 
with Things Falling Apart, which 
contains bizarre remixes and 
previously unreleased songs 
from Pie Fragile. 
Three of the 10 tracks on 
Things Falling Apart are remixes 
of "Staifckers inc." one of the 
highlights from The Fragile. 
Other remixes include new ver- 
sions of "The Wretched" and 
"Where Is Everybody," Other 
songs, such as "The Frail" aren't 
entirely new songs, but remixed 
versions of existing tracks that 
barely have anything in common 
with their source material. 
This album is, at best weird, 
and at worst a series of noisy out- 
takes. To even remotely appreci- 
ate this album one would have to 
be a fan of The Fragile, and even 
then, it's an acquired taste. I 
mean, I loved "Staifckers inc." 
the first time 1 heard it, but are 
three more versions really neces- 
sary. I would have loved to have 
seen some remixes of other 
songs from The Fragile, such as 
"We're In This Together Now" or 
even "La Mer." All of the great 
songs of The Fragile are missing 
here. 
The new songs help make up 
for this oversight, however. "10 
Miles High" is a great song that 
was only pulled from Tlie Fragile 
because of space constraints. 
Also great, but downright bizarre 
is Trent Reznor's cover of Gary 
Numan's 80's new-wave rock 
song "Metal." Reznor's already 
proved that he can cover 80's 
songs with his intense version of 
Adam Ant's "Physical" on Broken 
and continues doing so here. 
Things Falling Apart is an 
interesting album, to say the 
least, but can only really be rec- 
ommended as a companion 
piece to The Fragile, because it's 
really not strong enough to stand 
out on it's own. 
•lames Fldred 
MERLE HAGGARD      MERLE HAGGARD 
I COULD ONLY FLY 
B+ 
Epitaph Records 
I've been delivered. 
After weeks of records as dense 
and frustrating as Kid A (an affair 
so locked up inside Thorn Yorke's 
head, a Jungian skeleton key 
couldn't unleash it) and dunder- 
headed jock rock like limp 
Bizkit's latest piece of sludge, 
Merle Haggard's luminous new 
release returns popular music to 
a glorious simplicity. 
That simplicity, however, 
should not be confused with 
being simplistic This is Hag's 
best, most vital work in decades. 
Nowhere is that more apparent 
than on the sweet title track or 
the bracingly honest "Wishing All 
These Old Things Were New," a 
gorgeous number in which 
Haggard sings longingly of his 
glory days abusing cocaine. This 
is one of the finest songs of his 
considerable catalogue. Even the 
dirty Texas style swing and stomp 
of "Bareback" takes Haggard to 
new levels in which he sounds 
like a homy vulture circling his 
prey. 
After five decades in music, 
Haggard seems to have trumped 
himself with a wisdom that 
downplays his bad-ass persona 
of previous releases. And like fel- 
low country pioneer lohnny 
Cash, a Haggard record succeeds 
due to the voice. At times a pow- 
erful, Godlike bellow or a sweet, 
gentle croon, Haggard's potent, 
sandpapery voice has a phrasing 
and delivery all its own. 
So don't let the honkey tonk 
tropes trick you. If I Could Only 
fry is one of the loveliest records 
of the year. 
•Erik I'epple 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
BOUNCE SOUNDTRACK 
B+ 
Arista Records 
Every movie has a soundtrack 
on the store shelves these days. 
Thankfully the songs on the 
"Bounce" soundtrack work well 
together. Think of it as a NOW 
That's What I Call Music for 
Grown Ups. 
The first single to be released 
from the soundtrack is "Need To 
Be Next To You" by Leigh Nash. 
Nash is probably more well 
known as the lead singer of 
Sixpence None The Richer. The 
song has already made a signifi- 
cant dent on radio. 
It has everything that the typi- 
cal Top 40 radio hit needs. It has 
a sweeping sound and is overall a 
very well done song It sounds 
very little like Sixpence's other big 
hits like "Kiss Me" and "There 
She Goes," It shows that Nash 
has the ability to branch out and 
do a little something different. 
Most of the other songs on 
here have already been played 
on radio. Included here is the 
amazing Dido song "Here With 
Me." She sounds a little like Sarah 
McLachlan, but her music is 
somewhat more airy. If you liked 
the singing on Eminem's "Stan" 
but you did not like listening to 
him, you will enjoy this track. 
There is also a remix of Beth 
Orion's "Central Reservation." 
Carly Simon's offers up a remix of 
her latest "Our Affair." McLachlan 
also makes an appearance, lend- 
ing a hand to Delerium on 
"Silence." 
The bulk of the soundtrack 
consists of acts that have not 
become household names just 
yet. Morcheeba's "Rome Wasn't 
Built In A Day" is a fantastic 
piece of jazz and soul infused 
pop. 
Another relative unknown is 
singer/songwriter Angie Aparo. 
His contribution of "Hush" is OK, 
but it does not quite stack up to 
some of the rest of the material 
on the soundtrack. 
The only oddball track is 
"Never Gonna Come Back 
Down" by BT. I'm sure that this 
techno flavored tune has its place 
somewhere in the movie. The 
song is by no means bad or any- 
thing, but compared to the rest 
of the record it stands out a little 
too much. 
Overall the soundtrack is well 
put together. Other than two 
tracks, everything compliments 
each other. The music is a little 
mellow, which could be a draw- 
back for some. It's more of a 
decent sampler of music, from 
established names along with 
new up and coming artists, than 
it is a movie soundtrack. 
-Lisa Bettinger 
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A LITTLE RIDDLE... 
WE ALL HAVE THIS; IT 
| FOREVER GOES UP. YET \ 
j    NEVER GOES DOWN. 
WHAT IS IT? 
7)1 inn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiif? 
Make sure 
Santa 
knows where 
to find you. 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
114 S. Main St. #1-10: Located above Wizard Graphics. 
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electric only! 
114 S. Main St. #11&I2: Located above Wizard Graphics. 
Resident pays all utilities. 
117 N. Main St. #1-10: Located above a downtown business. 
Resident pays all utilities. 
128 W. Wooster St.'#C-F: Located above a downtown business. 
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electric only! 
117 Lehman: Lower Duplex. Residential Area 
, TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES & HOUSES 
311 S. Main St. #A&B: unfurnished apartments located above a business. 
Large rooms. 
315 1/2 S. Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. 
319 S. Main St.: Two story unfurnished part of a house. 
Huge bedroom upstairs. 
507 & 525 E. Merry St.: furnished apartments. Across from campus. Free 
water & sewer. 
309 High St.: unfurnished. Free gas. water, and sewer. Private parking lot. 
824 Sixth St.: unfurnished. Free gas. water, and sewer. Laundry facilities 
on premises. 
rHREE BEDROOM HOUSES AND APTS. 
317 S. Main St.: Unfurnished two story part of a house. 
Bedrooms upstairs. 
NEWL9VE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. 
352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
Score a Free $50 
Gift Certificate 
123Posters.com BAMMdCOM 
BOOKSAMILLION.COM 
plus get the hook up on concert 
tickets, club covers, pizza, 
textbooks, and much more! 
.1610am: cablo 7    «lil oig: 
wf&l 
moOorn rock    motal::ipm: 
The FREE WFAL HOOK UP LIST 
provides bi-weekly e-mail updates 
on WFAL discounts, giveaways, 
and promotions. Two lucky folks 
who join before December 15th 
will win a $50 gift certificate to 
123Posters.com or BAMM.com. 
EVERYONE WILL BE SENT A 
FREE WFAL CONDOM*. 
JOIN FREE ONE OF FOUR SIMPLE WAYS... 
¥ Visit wfal.org ¥ E-maii coco@bgnet.bgsu.edu ¥ Call 372-2418 
¥ Campus Mail us at WFAL Promotions Dept, 120 West Hall, BGSU 
VVe just need your e-mail address, which will NEVER be shared with anyone else. 
•To receive a free WFAL condom, please provide us with an on-campus mailing address 
WANNABE 
A WFAL DJ?! 
Attend WFAL 1610AM / CABLE 7 Info Night 
this Monday, December 11th @ 9:00pm 
203 West Hall... Questions? Call 372-8658 
- C '- . ■- >.' •-- 
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'Unbreakable* one of this year's best 
By lames El lire d 
"Unbreakable" is a stunning, 
jaw-dropping, amazing film. One 
thai will reveal more of itself with 
each viewing and one that is 
impossible to fully discuss in a 
simple review without giving the 
entire thing away. 
Much of the enjoyment, 
intrigue and shock that this 
movie delivers could be ruined 
by a review that even gives it's 
readers the smallest spoilers, so I 
will just discuss the plot in the 
simplest of terms. 
The film stars Bruce Willis as 
David Dunne, who is on a train 
that derails on it's way to 
Philadelphia. Everyone but David 
is killed. Even more remarkable, 
David is literally unscaved, there 
wasn't even a scratch on him. 
Soon after the accident he is 
confronted by a stranger by the 
name of Elijah Price (Samuel L 
lackson). He asks David to ques- 
tion what this remarkable event 
might mean, and what David 
might actually be. Elijah is myste- 
rious man who suffers from an 
incredibly rare disease that 
makes his bones brittle and easy 
breakable. His reasons for seek- 
ing out David are cryptic at best, 
and when he confronts David 
with his reasons, things really 
begin to get interesting. 
This film was written and 
directed by M. Night Shyamalan, 
who also made last years phe- 
nomenal hit "The Sixth Sense." 
Just like "The Sixth Sense," 
"Unbreakable" has an amazing 
and complex plot that unfolds 
with surprises up to the very end. 
It also never seems forced, the 
entire thing seems natural, pre- 
senting itself like real life. Willis' 
character is confronted with a 
shocking possibility by Price and 
the two begin to investigate what 
it could mean. From there, 
secrets are discovered, memories 
return and more questions are 
asked. It all unravels itself per- 
fectly. 
This film works because not 
just the script, but also the direc- 
tion, editing, music and the act- 
ing are all near-perfect. It has 
almost a Kubrick-like precision to 
it. The film paces itself slowly, let- 
ting things unravel in a steady 
but crawling pace that fits the 
film perfectly. Shots are long and 
steady, focusing on reactions 
rather than actions. These long 
reaction focused shots put a 
tremendous burden on the 
actors for them to work, and 
thankfully everyone here is up to 
the task 
Willis is great as David, and 
plays him with such subtlety that 
it's hard to believe that this was 
the same guy that threw a guy 
into the blades of a helicopter in 
"The Last Boy Scout." His perfor- 
mance here easily outdoes his 
work in "The Sixth Sense." 
Even more amazing is Samuel 
L lackson as the mysterious 
Elijah. Everything he says and 
does is crafted perfectly, and he 
delivers dialogue that some may 
consider corny so well that any 
doubt of their seriousness is 
instantly removed. 
lust as surprising is Spencer 
Treat Clark as David's son. It's the 
best performance by a child actor 
since Haley loel Osmet's stun- 
ning performance in "The Sixth 
Sense." It's makes me wonder if 
M. Night breeds these kids in 
some remote desert ranch. 
"Unbreakable" is one of the 
best films of the year, and is one 
that deserves repeated viewing. 
'Dancer in the Dark* film of the year 
By Anthony Recznik 
*SSI    IMlRlAINMiHI   (DUOS 
With the 2000 movie season 
coming to an end this month, 
there seem to be only a few films 
decent enough to have the word 
"Oscar" mentioned with them. 
With terrific performances and 
magnificent cinematography, 
Lars von Trier's "Dancer in the 
Dark" is one of them. 
The film stars Icelandic-super- 
star, Bjork, who plays Sclma a 
simple-minded, poor, Romanian 
immigrant whose eyesight has 
deteriorated to blindness due to a 
genetic disease, which she fears 
will also inflict her son. In order to 
save her son's vision she danger- 
ously works long hours to gain 
enough money for a preventive 
operation. Betrayal by a close 
friend,  however, leads to  the 
downfall of her plan. 
On the surface, "Dancer in the 
Dark" is a story of a mother's sac- 
rifice for her child s well being and 
the extreme and not often wise 
choices that she has to make to 
fulfill that goal, lust to the side of 
that is the tale of a woman who is 
obsessed with movie musicals so 
much that they infiltrate her daily 
life to the point that she imagines 
them taking place all around her. 
There are three things that 
make "Dancer in the Dark" a film 
to remember. 
One is the raw emotion that 
Bjork puts forth in her first ever 
performance. It is simply magnif- 
icent. 
Another is that the film was 
entirely shot on video, which 
makes it seem very rcaL A few of 
the happier scenes almost appear 
to be home videos. However, the 
profound realism make the film 
painfully difficult to watch at 
times if not for the musical day- 
dreams of Selma The film could 
be considered to be shot in rough 
documentary-like style reminis- 
cent most recently of the "Blair 
Witch Project." 
But it is in those strange musi- 
cal numbers and the perfor- 
mance of Bjork that give "Dancer 
in the Dark" its triumphant force. 
'Ihe sheer emotional magnitude 
of the final 30 minutes makes 
watching the screen excruciating- 
ly painful. 
The composition of scenes is 
well done, one can only imagine 
how difficult it must have been in 
trying to convince a cinematogra- 
pher to use a Sony handicam. 
Thirdly the supporting roles are 
convincing and really pull the film 
together. David Morse's ("The 
Rock" and TV's "St. Elsewhere") 
portrayal of Selma's deceitful 
landlord and friend, Jeff, is most 
notable. Morse is eerily authentic 
at being the nice guy turned bad. 
His last scene with Bjork is the 
film's most pivotal, it is only out- 
shadowed by the final scene. Peter 
Stomare's ("Fargo") performance 
as Selma's dysfunctional love 
interest is also mentionable. 
Overall the film is something 
that should not be missed. It's 
only faults are that it could be 
considered a tad too long and at 
times is painful to watch. Those 
minor blemishes are not preva- 
lent however due to Bjork and the 
strange brilliance.of the director. 
Hey WRITERS... 
BG News is still looking for writers for this 
semester...Interested???...E-mail us... 
'Billy Elliof 
stomps to glory 
By Lisa Bettmier 
now *mn« 
In the past few years, the 
British have produced some 
rather remarkable films that have 
won the tag "sleeper hit." First 
there was Four Weddings and a 
Funeral, which was followed by 
films like "Trainspotting," "The 
Full Monty" and "Lock Stock and 
Two Smoking Barrels" This year 
Billy Elliot is crossing over the 
Atlantic, and it is one of the best 
films this year. 
The film has already become a 
smash hit in its native country, 
and it is easy to see why. It tells 
the story of 11 -year-old Billy 
Elliot. Its 1984 and all he wants to 
do is dance. One day he stumbles 
into a ballet class after his boxing 
lessons. He's not the greatest 
boxer, so he takes up ballet 
behind his father's back When 
his father finds out, it starts a 
struggle between Billy's dream 
and what his father wants him to 
do. 
Yes, this is one of those movies 
that follows one's path to achiev- 
ing their dream. Unlike say, some 
Disney film of the same theme, 
there is no sugary coating. There 
is gritty realism to be found. 
Like "The Full Monty" and 
"Brassed Off," coal mines play a 
background role in story. Billy's 
widower father and brother both 
work in the coal mines. While 
Billy is learning dance, there is a 
coal miner's strike in progress. As 
time goes by money gets tighter 
and tighter and it hinders on 
Billy's dream. 
This movie will make you 
laugh and it will make you cry. 
lamie Bell gives a fantastic perfor- 
mance as Billy. He puts a great 
amountof energy into the role 
and he captures all of Billy's emo- 
tions perfectly. Perhaps the best 
scene in the film is when Billy 
shares a letter written by his 
deceased mother with his ballet 
instructor. Bell brings home all of 
the emotions of a son who misses 
his mother. 
The supporting cast, which 
includes Gary Lewis as Billy's 
father and Julie Walters as the 
ballet Instructor who takes Billy 
under her wing, give equally 
strong performances. The story is 
full of other quirky characters 
including Billy's aging grand- 
mother and his secretly gay best 
friend. 
The story is well written. It 
may be one of those "follow your 
dreams" tales, but there are 
enough realistic twists and turns 
to keep the movie from becom- 
ing predictable. Along with the 
whole dance theme, the movie 
touches on subjects from labor 
woes to what people consider 
proper gender roles. Even Billy's 
big dance numbers, which repre- 
sent Billy's emotions and fan- 
tasies, have a place in the film. 
Director Stephen Daldry and 
writer Lee Hall have a lot to be 
proud of. 
This movie is worth hunting 
down to see. It is right up there as 
one of the best films of the year. If 
you liked "The Full Monty" or 
"Brassed Off" this is one movie 
that you will not want to miss. If 
you like seeing a good film, there 
is plenty here for you as well. 
'Sex' party continues 
SEX. FROM PAGE 7 
roommates and 1 are even throw- 
ing a "Sex and the City" themed 
party. We're going to serve marti- 
nis, have TVs in every room with 
the show playing in the back- 
ground, and everyone will be fab- 
ulous 
Thank God for "Sex and the 
City." It's given me a chance to 
reach out and give to those who 
are less fortunate than me, the 
people without HBO. I really 
should be up for some sort of 
humanitarian award, don't you 
think? 
Looking for the perfect place to live next year? 
Take a look in our direction... 
We've got a great apartment for you! 
Mid Am Manor                                               Ashdon Apartments 
641 Third St.                              s~92                        850 Scott Hamilton 
702 Third St.                             ifi/CJ 
839 Fourth St.                /fiBM P~           Houses for Rent: 
M                SL-m               702 E. Wooster 
Charlestown Apts.             \M     _,                      620 Third St. 
710 Scott Hamilton   zj3|M              IJ,                  122 Frazee Ave. 
730 Scott Hamilton   fl   ^H-'*fl KS              836 Scott Hamilton 
\Vf  ^B     I BF"               702 Sixth St. 
Indian Rivers               JJ                                   704 Sixth St. 
702 Fourth St.              ■•     ■                     ^^^ 
HV^IB A" JlyJJHiageixBt 
Call or stop by our office today!              —      ^ 
Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380 
The BG News Classified 
Fax/Mail-in Form: 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals 
who place advertising in The News. The decision whether to release 
this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. 
The purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertis- 
ing that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or 
organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted. 
THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUET0 ILLEGIBILITY 
OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION. 
DEADLINE: 
RATES PER DAY: 
1 day prior to publication by 2:00 p.m. 
$1.00 per line (approx. 35-45 spaces per line) 
$3.00 minimum charge; 75c extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1 x 1 box    8 lines maximum   $8.00 per insertion 
1 x 2 box   16 lines maximum $15.00 per insertion 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM: 
Please print your ad clearly, exactly how you wish it to appear. 
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type. 
Name/Dept: Start Date:  
Address: __ 
Start Date:  
BGSU# AREA 
Days of the Week: 
PIN#  
Category  
.Number of Days:_ 
M 
ORG 
W    TH 
OBJ 5030 
FRI 
2 Campus Events* 9 
3 City Events 10 
4 Lost/Founds 11 
6 Services Offered 14 
7 Personals* 15 
8 Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Senior Farewells 
Travel 
'Campus Events and Personals must be placed In person at 204 West Hall. 
Fax To: 372-0202 ATTN: Classifieds 
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall • Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
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BRIEFING 
Correction: 
In yesterday's hockey story 
"Rivalry fuels teams" the quote" I 
don't like playing against them. I 
really have a lot of bad feelings 
against them. They ended our 
season last year on what we 
thought was a real fluky deal. We 
felt like we were robbed. And we 
want to get some redemption, 
.hopefully Our team is really 
improving steadily and we'll be in 
good shape. I expect a really hard 
hitting game. It's gonna be ugly" 
was wrongly attributed to BG for- 
ward Curtis Valentine. However, it 
was actually uttered by hulking 
defenseman Louis Mass. 
RYAN 
FOWLER 
"Clark W.Griswold" 
Falcon 
holiday 
lists: Check 
them twice 
With only 17 days left to shop 
until the big day. parents are 
scrambling to pick up those last 
minute items. 
The NCAA handed a lump of 
coal to Notre Dame's Troy 
Murphy. Murphy was just sus- 
pended from playing basketball 
for using a fake ID card to get 
into a nightclub. Even good 
Catholic boys get caught. Don't 
shake your head I'm sure you've 
done the same thing. 
Even Bowling Green athletic 
teams are getting in the spirit. 
(For those of you who are a little 
slow the basketball coaches did 
not write these letters. A lawsuit 
isn't on my wish list.) 
Men's Basketball Team 
I was able to obtain a copy of 
the letter that men's head bas- 
ketball coach sent to Santa. 
Dear Santa, 
My list this year is going to be 
short and I hope that you can 
come through with the items on 
my wish list. 
All 1 want for Christmas is to 
beat Michigan State at the Palace 
of Auburn Hills. Yes. I know they 
are the defending national 
champions and yes I know our 
record on the road isn't as boast- 
ful as our home winning jtreak. 
but nonetheless, that's what 1 
want. 
Oh. for a stocking stuffer could 
you throw in a win at Michigan. I 
was good this year. Did I men- 
tion I won the Mid-American 
Conference? Just thought I'd 
throw that in there. 
Thanks Santa, 
Danny Dakich 
PS. Give Troy Murphy of Notre 
Dame a lump of coal for 
Christmas for using that fake ID 
card. 
See Santa does exist. 
Women's Basketball Team 
The basketball coach's were in 
the mood to write Santa this 
year, because I also received a 
copy of Coach Dee Knoblauch 
letter to Santa. 
Dear Santa. 
I know Danny already wrote 
you and asked for some must 
haves. Don't pay any attention to 
him. 1 need your help this 
Christmas. 
First on my list is to have a 
healthy squad of ball players. 
This is getting ridiculous. I know 
you aren't really good in this 
area, but I have lost Jackie 
Adlington. my starting center, 
Angie Farmer, one of our best 
shooters and our best player 
Fran Miller. 
If you could get them healthy I 
would appreciate it. The only 
other thing I want from you this 
Christmas is to pack Anderson 
Arena full of fans for our home 
games. I'm tired of having to 
coach in front of crowds that 
resemble Falcon football games. 
Thanks Santa, I know you'll 
hook me up. 
Dee 
The Football Team 
The now ex-wide receivers 
coach for the Fighting Irish of 
Notre Dame will take over next 
season. I think this is a great pre- 
sent for the football program. He 
fits well (not too big, not to 
small). He's a new look, not a 
hand me down from your grand- 
parents. 
Throw the receipt away on 
this one, this is a present you 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
MAVS INVADE ICE HOUSE 
Mike Letnftiiite PJ". New. 
Keep away: Freshman Forward D'Arcy McConvey plays keep away from the puck with Michigan 
State Saturday. This weekend the Falcons will take on the Mavericks of the University of Nebraska 
Omaha at the BGSU Ice Arena. Game time is set for 705 p.m. both days. 
By Derek McCord 
STAfI  *«IIIR 
Finally after playing the them 
on the road two years straight. 
Nebraska-Omaha heads East to 
play Bowling Green for the first 
time in the BGSU Ice Arena. 
The Falcons are coming off 
another weekend which they 
feel they should have gotten 
more than one point in the 
standings as they tied (1-1) and 
lost (3-1) to No. 1 Michigan 
State in two close games. 
Like the Falcons Nebraska- 
Omaha has gotten itself into a 
bit of a rut in the first half of the 
season after posting a 4-5-1 
CCHA (7-8-1 overall) record up 
to this point. which puts them in 
ninth place in the CCHA. Last 
weekend saw the Mavericks 
snap a four game losing streak 
against Alaska-Fairbanks with a 
5-1 win and 2-2 tie. 
The Mavericks were picked to 
finish third in the preseason 
coaches poll and fifth in the 
media poll while the Falcons 
were picked to finish ninth and 
fifth in the same polls. 
"You have two teams who 
both want to have more points 
than they do already." BG coach 
Buddy Powers said. "It's our final 
two games before we break for 
Christinas. I would like to end 
the weekend on a good note and 
pick up four points 
The last time these two teams 
met was in the CCHA 
Championship play-in-game in 
Omaha where the Mavericks 
knocked off the Falcons 3-1. 
Nebraska-Omaha would go on 
to defeat Michigan 7-4 before 
losing to Michigan State in the 
conference final 6-0. The 
Falcons all-time record against 
the Mavericks is 2-3-0. 
The Mavericks are relying on 
freshman goaltender Dan Ellis 
(5-7-1) as their number one 
goaltender this season after 
winning the job from junior net- 
minder Rodney McLeod. Ellis 
have proved to be a quality goal- 
tender as he has posted a 2.80 
goals against average and a 90.6 
save percentage which rates 
him the seventh best in the con- 
ference. 
The key of the series will be 
how well the Mavericks play on 
the foreign BG ice as they have 
posted a 6-11 record at home 
but a terrible 1-7-0 record on the 
road. 
"They're 6-1 at home and 1-7 
on the road so that could be a 
reason they're struggling a little 
bit." Powers said. 'But they've 
got a lot of good players and. 
from our games out there this is 
a pretty heated rivalry and we're 
looking for the same situation 
here this weekend." 
The Mavericks are led in scor- 
ing this season by junior for- 
ward Jeff Hogan who has netted 
six goals assisted on seven 
helpers for 13 points. Hogan is 
followed by sophomore David 
Bi ISM mi (6-5-11) and sopho- 
more Greg Zanon (2 8-10). 
The Falcons have a 13 point 
man of their own in junior Greg 
Day who has nine goals and four 
assists so far. Linemates Ryan 
Fultz and Curtis Valentine have 
reaped the benefits of playing 
with Day as Fultz (5 7-12) is sec- 
ond in team scoring while 
Valentine (3-7-10) is third. 
Tyler Masters has been the 
man in net for nearly all of the 
season He has posted a not so 
great record of 2-7-3 but has 
kept the Falcons in close games 
by giving up 2.94 goals per game 
and saving 91 percent of the 
shots thrown at him 
"We have to be more commit- 
ted to team defense," Masters 
said. "They're (the BG defense) 
getting (the opposing forwards) 
on the outside but there are still 
a lot of grade A opportunities. It's 
gonna happen with a young 
defense. There's nights where 
I've faced 37 or 40 shots but guys 
on the defense have blocked six 
or eight shots as well I think we 
need more pride in team 
defense We'll get there it just 
takes time." 
BGSU vs. 
Nebraska Omaha 
7:06 Tonight and Saturday 
Radio: 88.1 f.m. WBGU 
With: Paul Mitsdorfer and 
Erik Bell tonight 
Steve Mears and Dave 
Crane Saturday 
Falcons travel to Arizona 
By Ryan Fourier 
STAFF  WRITER 
You think you're tired? 
After suffering a heart wrench- 
ing loss to St. Bonaventure at the 
buzzer Tuesday night, the 
Bowling Green women's basket- 
ball team piled onto the team bus 
and drove into the snowy night. 
The players did not reach their 
cozy beds until somewhere 
around 4 a.m. on Wednesday. A 
few hours later, a day of classes 
started for the tired Falcons. 
It doesn't end there. At 6 a.m. 
Thursday the players arose from 
their beds, caught the bus that 
would take them to the airport 
and. after a four hour flight, 
arrived in Arizona. 
The Falcon's are in Arizona for 
the 10th annual Arizona 
Basketball Classic. The round 
robin tournament includes the 
Arizona Wildcats, Fresno State 
Bulldogs and BG. The Falcons 
take on Arizona for the first time 
ever Friday at 7 p.m. and then face 
the Bulldogs Saturday at 4 p.m. at 
the McKale Center. 
BG goes into the tournament 
without the services of two key 
players who are still plagued with 
leg injuries. Angie Farmer will not 
be able to perform because of a 
stress fracture to her ankle. 
"They are 95 percent sure that it 
is a stress fracture," said coach 
Dee Knoblauch. "The only thing 
that can heal that is rest. Two to 
three more weeks |of rest| from 
here, Angie said it's two," 
Leading scorer Fran Miller will 
most likely sit out because of a 
small tear in her knee. Coach 
Knoblauch said that, with Miller's 
knee so tender, she is day-to- 
day "and will have a MRI on 
Monday. 
With M'ller and Farmer watch- 
ing from the sidelines two players 
will have to continue coming up 
big on the court. The past few 
contests have displayed out- 
standing performances by Pam 
Brown and Dana Western. In the 
last two games Brown scored 35 
points and snagged 13 rebounds 
and Dana Western put up 26 
while rebounding 10. 
"Dana is playing the best bas- 
ketball of her life." Knoblauch 
said. 'She is doing absolutely 
everything for us. Scoring, she is 
one of our best passers, she is one 
of our best defenders and she is 
one of our smartest players." 
The Arizona Wildcats (3-1) will 
pose many matchup problems 
B-BAUPAGE11 
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SKY FOR THE NET: Bowling Green forward Afra Smith goes up 
for a shot. 
Men attempt rebound against Urbana 
By Pete Stella 
SPORTS EOITOR 
Saturday, the Bowling Green 
men's basketball team hosts 
Urbana at 1 p.m. But with all the 
injuries that occurred during 
Wednesday night's 83-73 loss to 
Illinois State, who knows if the 
Falcons will have enough players 
to field a team. 
Guard Keith McLeod didn't 
make the trip to Normal, III. 
because of a high ankle sprain 
and will be out until the Falcons 
face Michigan next Wednesday. 
Against the Redbirds, forward 
Brent Klassen came up limping 
four minutes into the game, cen- 
ter Len Matela was icing his hip 
and by the end of the contest, 
guards Trent Jackson and 
Brandon Pardon were both 
favoring injuries. 
"Have you ever seen anything 
like that |the injurlesl?" asked BG 
coach Dan Dakich, to 96.7 play- 
by-play man Dave Horger 
Wednesday night 
The reigns of the Brown and 
Orange fell into the  laps of 
sophomore guard Cory Ryan and 
freshman forward Josh 
Almanson. Ryan hit six of 13 
shots for 18 points and Almanson 
ended the night with 14. 
As a team. BG shot 48 percent 
from the field. 26 percent from 
three point land and 53 percent 
from the free throw line. 
"I'm hoping this was a grow- 
ing-up game." Dakich said. 
Urbana University participates 
in the National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) 
and is a member of the American 
Mideast Conference. The Blue 
Knights are 3-5 overall on the 
year with their last win coming 
over Central State University 75- 
73onNov.28. 
Urbana is led by guards Brian 
Wilson and Robin Sichina. 
Wilson leads the team with a 13.0 
points per game average and also 
nets 50 percent from behind the 
arc. Sichina Is second on the 
team with a 10.4 average and Is 
also second on the squad with a 
3.5 rebounds per game average. 
After Saturday's contest, the 
Falcons head to Michigan 
Wednesday for a battle with the 
Wolverines. 
BG vs Urbana 
1 PM Anderson Arena 
Radio: 88.1 f.m. 
With- Joe Reece and 
MckSchepis 
*. 
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Lemieux comeback shocks hockey world 
By Nan Robinson 
AP SPORTS WRITER 
PITTSBURGH — Maybe only 
Mario Lemieux, already the king 
of comebacks, could pull this off. 
Lemieux. who came back from 
cancer and a one-year layoff from 
back pain to be hockey's domi- 
nant player before retiring at age 
31 in 1997. will return to the 
Pittsburgh Penguins in a one-of- 
a-kind role: player-owner. 
The news of Lcmicux's come- 
back, which the Penguins will 
officially announce Friday, sent 
shock waves through the 
Pittsburgh dressing room 
Thursday. It also is a huge public- 
ity jolt for the NHL. which has 
struggled since the retirements of 
Lemieux and Wayne Gretzky to 
find a marketable superstar. 
Lemieux's return to the ice 
probably won't occur until the 
end of the month — he needs 
about three weeks of hard, physi- 
cal work in practice to get into 
game shape — but it will be hock - 
ey's equivalent to Michael Jordan 
leaving the owner's box and 
putting on a jersey again. 
Super Mario, indeed. 
"This is a day in history. It's a 
total shock." defenseman Bob 
Boughner said. "It's huge for a lot 
of us who have never played with 
Mario. I know I'm looking forward 
to being part of history in the 
making." 
History will be made the first 
lime the Hall of Famer pulls down 
his retired No. 66 from Mellon 
Arena's rafters and wears it again, 
if only because he will be the firs! 
in the modern era to own a major 
pro sports team and play for it al 
the same time. 
Lemieux. 35. must relinquish 
his spot on the NHLs Board of 
Governors and probably will dis- 
associate himself from most of 
the team's day-to-day business 
affairs, but can remain as owner. 
The NHL board must approve 
such an arrangement but, given 
the chance to sell tickets for 
Lemieux's comeback tour, it's 
doubtful any NHL owner would 
seriously fight his return. 
And took at it this way: What 
other owner could lure Mario 
Lemieux out of retirement and 
pay him only minimum wage? Of 
course, no other owner could get 
a huge boost at the box office by 
putting himself in uniform, cither. 
"I came in today and I heard a 
scream from the back room," said 
Jaromir Jagr. who replaced 
Lemieux as the Penguins' leader 
and hockey's dominant scorer. 
"They were saying on the radio 
that Mario might come back. I 
think a lot of guys are really happy. 
Now they're going to get to play 
with a legend." 
Jagr learned of Lemieux's 
planned comeback 10 days ago. 
but didn't tell his teammates. 
"He mentioned there was a 
possibility he was going to come 
back, and I believed him," said 
Jagr. a teammate of Lemieux's on 
the Stanley Cup-winning teams 
in 1991 and 1992. "Hesaid he's got 
a feeling this is a pretty good 
team, and he feels like he can help 
the team." 
If Lemieux can play at any- 
where near his previous level — 
and many hockey historians con- 
sider the six-time NHL scoring 
champion to be the most gifted 
player ever — he would instantly 
elevate the Penguins to a prime 
contender for the Stanley Cup. 
They reached the second 
round of the playoffs without him 
the last two seasons, and are 13- 
10-3 and in second place in the 
Atlantic Division going into 
Saturday's game at Toronto. 
"He believes with a little luck, 
we can do some things this year." 
Jagr said. "He is pretty confident 
about this team and confident 
that he can help the team to go to 
where all of us want to go." 
Lemieux may have had anoth- 
er reason to return. He has told 
friends liis 6-year-old son. Austin, 
who already is skating, has asked 
why he doesn't play anymore. 
As private as ever, he began his 
secretive comeback about a 
month ago. So as not to draw 
attention, he started skating not 
at the team's practice rink but at 
one managed by former Penguins 
coach Kevin Constantine, who 
was fired by Lemieux and general 
manager Craig Patrick a year ago. 
Assistant coach Joe Mullen, a 
longtime Lemieux teammate and 
fellow Hall of Famer, became sus- 
picious when he noticed Lemieux 
losing weight. However, rookie 
coach Ivan Hlinka. who will be in 
the unique role of coaching his 
boss, said he had no clue. 
"He looks to be in great shape." 
Mullen said. "If Mario comes 
back, he's going to throw himself 
totally into it. With his concentra- 
tion and skill level, if he's going to 
do this, he's going to do it all the 
way." 
Still, the question persists: Can 
the man whose very name trans- 
lates into The Createsl in French 
be hockey's greatest player again, 
or at least a reasonable facsimile? 
"He's still young (35), and I 
think if he comes back he will be 
the best again," defenseman 
Darius Kasparaitis said. 
Jagr said. "I know one thing, he's 
not coming back to be a stiff. He's 
coming back to be the best." 
However. Jagr. whose own scor- 
ing is down considerably this sea- 
son, warned Lemieux it is tougher 
than ever for scorers to locate 
open ice and operate with the 
puck. It was the clutching, grab- 
bing and holding that less-talent- 
ed playeis used to neutralize stars 
that helped drive Lemieux from 
the league in 1997 
"The league is tougher and 
tougher, the guys are getting big 
ger and stronger, it's not going to 
be easy and he knows that," Jagr 
said. "Every game is tough." 
This will not be Lemieux's first 
comeback, or his second. 
In 1993. he was diagnosed with 
Hodgkin's disease, cancer of the 
lymph nodes, and missed much 
of that season. He sat out the 
1994-95 season after recovering 
from the cancer and a second 
bout with back trouble, but 
returned to lead the Penguins to 
within one victory of a third trip to 
the Stanley Cup finals in 1996. 
Lemieux. inducted into the 
Hockey Hall of Fame months 
after his retirement under a spe- 
cial exemption, gained control of 
the Penguins in federal bankrupt- 
cy court on Sept. 3, 1999. Hewasa 
major creditor because of 
deferred payments the team 
owed him from his playing con- 
tracts. 
At the time, he was asked if he 
might ever play again. 
"I couldn't afford to pay 
myself," he said. 
Associated Press 
TAKE IT DOWN: Will the Penguins have to take down Mario 
Lemieux's number after his comeback at the end of the month? 
Lemieux will unretire and attempt to become the first player-owner 
in the history of the NHL. 
Tattered Falcons take on Fresno State 
B-BAU FROM PAGE 10 
for the Brown and Orange. Their 
starting lineup places girls 6 foot- 
2 inches. 6-foot-3 and 6-foot 4 in 
the post. It also holds reign to 
freshman Veranda James who 
averaged 32 points and 17 
rebounds in her senior year of 
high school. This season James is 
averaging 15 points and a Pac-10 
leading 11 rebounds per game. 
Junior Elizabeth Pickney with 15.8 
points per game holds a slim lead 
over James for UA's top scoring 
spot 
Knoblauch will run a bigger 
lineup at times to compete with 
the mass height disadvantage. 
"We can play two five's |centers| 
at a dme." Knoblauch said. "We 
probably will be playing Kelly 
[Kapfererl and Pam |Brown| at the 
same time." 
Coach ISti" King's Bulldogs of 
Fresno State (2-3) boast a roster of 
only nine freshman and sopho- 
mores. The team  leaders are 
sophomore Lindsay Logan with 
16 points per game and sopho- 
more center Channan High with 
nine boards a game. 
"We match up a lot better with 
Fresno State." Knoblauch said . 
Get more 
than the 
score at 
www.bgsufalcons.com 
communication, its our goal. 
help us achieve It by letting us know what 
you think. 
www.bgnews.com 
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Chanukah Party!! 
Sunday, December io,h 
6pm 
• Free Food 
• Dreidel Tournament 
■ Raffle with over 100 prizes 
(raffle tickets bursarable) 
Prizes donated by Campus Polleyeyes, 
Madhatters Music, SBX, Pauper's Books, 
Kaleidiscope, Hillel Members, Mirage 
Salon, Subway, Campus Tan and More! I 
The Rental Office is now signing leases for 
2001-2002 school year. 
Contact us for your listings and information 
853 Napoleon, Apt. #11 - Two BR fum., 
Tenants pay gas and elec. $440.00 rent/ 
$440.00 deposit - Two people. $390.00 rent/ 
$390.00 deposit - One person. Available 
Now. No Pets 
244 N. Enterprise, Rm #1 - Male sleeping 
room Avail. Now. $130.00 per month plus 
utilities. No Pets 
1
 Several second semester subleases available. 
List available in the rental office. 
John New love Real Estate. Inc. 
Rental Office 
354-2260 
3I9E. Wooster 
(across from Toco Belli 
1x3 = $15.00 
with picture 
provided 
by you. Assorted 
graphics also 
available. 
(Actual Size) 
SPECIAL DISPLAY PERSONALS 
Show your friends, roommates and classmates how special they are. 
Wish them good luck, congratulations or surprise someone 
on their birthday! 
Mom always said, "If   •» 
you keep making faces 
like thai your face will 
freeze thai way". 
I Guts* she was 
right'. 
J Good Luck! J 
Happy 2.0th. 
B-Day 
ROB! 
Love, 
Elizabeth 
qR£ATJO& IN ST LOWS! 
STP 
lenders-yon. 
kM.flte« the local 
chapter prow-d! 
2x2=$20.00 
•TgfJ with picture 
provided 
by you! 
(Actual Size) 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad. 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. 
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4pm. 
TRUE OR FALSE? 
C 25% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL. 
AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY 
350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND. 
) 
c 7 OUT OF 100 AMERICANS HAVE FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH THEIR HAIR 
MEN BURP 4.7 TIMES PER DAY 
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY. 
) 
8% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE NOT 
WATCHED T.V. IN THE LAST WEEK. 
) 
c NEARLY 2/3 OF COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK ON AVERAGE LESS THAN ONE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PER DAY.4 
ONE OUT OF EVERY FOUR AMERICANS 
HAS APPEARED ON TV. 
) 
( 
3.9% OF WOMEN DON T WEAR ANY UNDERWEAR. 
6.4% OF MEN GO COMMANDO. 
; INSTITUTE 
GUESS WHAT? EVERY ONE OF THESE IS TRUE. MOST IMPORTANTLY, 
COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE MAKING RESPONSIBLE CHOICES ABOUT DRINKING. 
THANKS FOR MAKING INTELLIGENT CHOICES THE NORM. 
ANHgusE&jfeBOSCH 
Companies 
THE 200+   PUBLIC  UNIVERSITIES 
OF THE  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF   STATE   UNIVERSITIES   AND 
I LAND-GRANT COLLEGES (NASULGC) 
. V .   :■    '.      r  v ;.  :- ,.■   - . 
